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,Homecoming hollers 
. · · ·- .- .. · -· : ; . · , · · - · . '"" Ithacan I Adam.Riemer 
Boi:nber:f,ns rejoice at ltha~a s 38-7 Homecoming romp over Albany State on South HIii field last Saturday afternoon. 
,·' .·,..· . .. ·. . .... 
Williams Hall evacuated 
- - . . . . . ·, . . . . . - ' 
. .- .:::;, . 
Classes ·and . .• . of the autoclave, nor did-he restart 
, the machine, Maley said. "Anything was possible. If the"profes~ors hq,dii't 
experime_nts 
disrupted_ 
·during first 
emergency 
·evacuation 
· .. --An autoclave is "a giant pres-
·sure·cddE~~'. John Shaw, assistmt 
biology professor said. ' 
Shaw described the autoclave as 
_ cut off the experiments inside, there would have 
been a stronger possibility of-an explosion or fire." 
-Assistant Fire Chief Ed Sharp 
"·six feet tall, three -reyt_; wi~_e, ~d~ _ Assistant Fire Chief Ed Sharp 
around four feet deep." It is· used · _.said that he was called to the scene 
primarilytosterilizeequipmentand _ at 3:55 p.m. and took the· matter 
kill bacteria. Maley said. . very seriously. · 
The unit is used by students con- "Anything was possible. If the 
stantly .. _J~ccording to Shaw, who professorshadn'tcutofftheexperi-
mentioned that all science prof es- men ts inside, there would have been 
By Willie Rubenstein sors are tJ:ained to use the machine. a stronger possibility of an explo-
A single test tubei'ack forced the· ~ Blaise Fag&iacno · '.93, biology, sion or fire," Sharp said. 
evacuation of at least 100 students, said "rve; used it, [the autoclave] it The 35-year veteran and Ithaca 
facultyandstafffromWilliarnsHall seems i'eally· safe. It's used every- native said that he· s.ent six 
on Monday, Sept. 23. day." _ firefighters inside the build.4tg in 
Two Ithaca College staff mem- "The college and fire depart- "full turnout gear," to take control. 
bers were sent to Tompkins Com- mentare ~iy careful when dealing - Full turnout includes individual 
munity Hospital for treatment and with chemicals. They take extreme breathirigapparatusesbesidesboots 
werereleasedbetween6and 7p.m. precautions," Shaw said. ·: ·,.·and jackets. The firefighters re-
that evening, Dave Maley, manger "I was wandering inside the· - moved ~e rack of tubes from the 
of public information said. building and I bumped into ~ob machine, Maley said. 
Penny Ashton, a lab coordinator Schneider," Shaw saidattheevacu- Faggiano said, "It seemed pretty 
in the biology department,andRob· ation site. serious. An IC cop came and yelled 
en Schneider, a biology research "He [Schneider] said that he at us to move back." 
technician-;-were taken by ambu- smelled something_ terrible when Atapproxirnately4:45p.m.,the 
lance to Tompkins Community he opened the door of the auto- airwasdeterminedsafe,andpeople 
Hospital after they complained of clave. His eyes were burning, he were let back into Williams Hall. 
feeling "ill and faint," Maley said. smelled a bad odor, and he felt Threeengines,oneladdertruckand 
According to Maley, the two staff lightheaded," Shaw said. two staff cars responded to the call, 
members were working with Seth While Ashton and Schneiderre· Sharp said. 
Ettenberg '94, and Chris Capozzi questedmedicalasistance,thethree - Based on .an investigation by 
'92 and Michelle Hutchins '92 in students did not, Maley said. Spezio on Tuesday, it was deter-
room 210 of Williaffl:s Hall around,· As Schneider left the building, mined that a w-ire rack holding test 
3:4:5 p.m. on Monday afternoon. he ran intoTeresa Spezio, IC's en- tubes was put inside the autoclave 
Schneideropened the door of an vironmentalsafetyspecialist,Maley by a student for sterilization at ap- · 
autoclave and took out a rack of said. Spezio.was alerted about·the proximately 3:30 p.m. on Friday, 
empty test tubes. He put some flasks problem by Schneiderandcontacted Sept 27. It remained inside the-unit 
_ inside the unit for cleaning and im- . the Office of Life Safety, a division until it was removed by Schneider 
m~tely smelled fonnaldehyde. of the Office of Campus Safety. 72 hours later, Maley said. 
He felt ill and faint, and all five Life Safety evacuated the build· The reason forthefonnaldehyde 
people left the room, Maley said. ing at approximately 4 p.m., ac- odor was the-coating on the wire of 
Schneider did not close the door cording to Maley. the test tube rack. 
According to Maley, Spezio's 
investigation -·detennined that the 
rack was the only one in the entire 
building that had an acetal coating. 
Evety other wire test tube rack 
in Williams Hall is coated with 
polypropylene and may be left in-
side an autoclave for an extended 
period of tim~, Maley said. How-
ever, according to its instruction 
manual, an acetal-coated rack may 
not be placed inside·an autoclave 
for sterilization fora lengthy amount 
of time, Maley said. 
If the rack is left in an 
unventilated, heated area for an 
extended period, "it will give off a 
formaldehyde odor," Maley said. 
The flammable fumes Schneider 
encountered were an irritant that 
cause a burning sensation in the 
eyes, Maley said. 
The heat involved, in the ste1il-
ization process, combined with the 
fact that pressurized air does not 
circulate led to the danger when 
Schneider opened the autoclave 
door on Monday afternoon. 
· Maley admitted that the chances 
that the single acetal-coated rack 
would be left inside the autoclave 
unattended for 72 hours were re-
mote. "It was an unforseen circwn-
stance and an honest mistake," 
Maley said. 
. Williams Hall wasbuiltin 1965, 
and according to Shaw, Sharp, and 
Maley they cannot remember an-
other evacuation of Williams. 
... page 10 
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Prowler 
shot at 
Circles 
By Melissa Erwich 
An Ithaca College Campus 
Safety officer shot andapprehended 
an Ithaca resident at the College 
Circle Apartments. · 
According to a press release from 
The Tompkins County Sheriff De-
partment, Brian Makepeace, 38, of 
13 Ringwood Court W., Ithaca was 
arrested on Thursday, Sept 19, for 
trespassing and resisting arrest 
During the arrest Makepeace was 
shot in the right hip. He was treated 
. and released from Tompkins Com-
munity Hospital, according to the 
press release. 
Sheriff's Deputy Ronald 
Ostrander responded to complaints 
of a prowler at the College Circle 
Apartments, according to reports 
from the Sheriffs Dept. 
Upon responding, Ostrander re-
quested a patrol unit from Ithaca 
College Safety for back-up. IC Pa-
trolman James Steinmetz re-
Sl)onded, the -press release stated. .. -
AccordingtolheSberiU''sDept., 
Steinmetz observed Makepeace 
peering into the windows of several 
of the apartments. When Steinmetz 
identified himself as a police offi-
cer Makepeace fled. Steinmetz 
chased Makepeace and cornered 
him in some bushes, the press re-
lease stated. 
Makepeace turned around and 
pointed what appeared to be a 
weapon at Steinm~tz. Steinmetz 
tume4 his flashlig~t off and fired 
one round at Makepeace. The ob-
ject was later found to be a collaps-
ible black umbrella and was recov-
ered along with a black ski mask, 
according to the Sheriffs.Dept 
Makepeace was arraigned be-
fore Town oflthaca Criminal Court 
Justice Merton J. Wallenback and 
was remanded to Tompkins County 
Jail in lieu of $500 cash or $1000 
bail bond, according to the press 
release. 
Patrolman Steinmetz has been a 
member of Ithaca College Safety 
for four years according to Dave 
Maley, manager of public informa-
tion. 
According to the Ithaca College 
Safety Handbook, these patrolmen 
"are authorized to carry weapons, 
investigate violations of law, make 
arrests, conduct searches, and carry 
out any other activiies that a police 
officer would be expected to con-
duct in the state of New York." 
Maley said the patrolmen are 
trained to detennine when to use 
lethal force as are all officers. 
Brendan Wittlinger '93, a Col-
lege Circle Apartment resident, 
witnessed the activity. 
"I think the police handled the 
situation accordingly," Wittlinger 
said, "but I do not feel as safe in the 
apartments as I used to. My parents 
are encouraging me tohaveanalann 
system installed in my apartment 
for extra protection." 
t Yf.A".)A HTI '.iff-r" 
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By Sonny Jelinek 
Question: 
What did you do for Homecoming? 
.----------
Michael Mroziak '92 
TV-Radio 
"I tried to catch up with as 
many friends who graduated 
as possible. I didn't get to 
see many, so I was kind of 
disappointed." 
Amy Munson '94 
Music (Ed/ Performance) 
"I went to a fann and met my 
first cow." 
Megan Williams '95 
Exploratory 
" My friends and I went to go 
see the Greatful Dead in Bos-
ton." 
Car burglar apprehended, property recovered 
that were recovered," Holt said. By Jeff Selingo 
An Ithaca man was arrested by 
the Office of Campus Safety in the 
S- Lot on Sept. 19, and was charged 
with loitering and criminal posses-
sion of burglar tools, according to a 
press release from the office of pub-
lic information. 
Bryon Brewer, 20, of 119 
Compton Road, was charged, after 
being observed by an officer, at-
tempting to open vehicle doors. 
Brewer had a screwdriver and a 
flashlight in his possession, accord-
ing to the press release. 
"Brewer had an extensive 
amount ot: l)rGl)erty in his vehicle," 
Bob Holt, ~rectorof campus safety, 
said. 
A search of Brewer's vehicle 
resulted in the recovery of a wallet, 
radar detector, and paperwork re-
ported stolen from a vehicle at 
Cornell University around Sept 15. 
Car stereos, radar detectors, tools, 
car keys, and a Volkswagon car 
part were also recovered, according 
to the press release. 
According to Holt, this incident 
could be related to other vehicle 
thefts on campus. 
"We are interviewing students 
who reported stolen goods to try 
and match their items with those 
Brewer· was arraigned before 
the Town of Ithaca Court Justice 
M.J. W allenback and was re-
manded to the Tompkins County 
Jail, according to the press release. 
If convicted, Brewer faces a 
maximum of 15 days in jail and a 
$250 fine for the loitering charge, 
and a maximum of one year in jail 
and a fine of $1000 for the criminal 
possession charge, Holt said. 
Any student who has experi-
enced a recent theft from their ve-
hicle should contact investigator 
Laura Surine or Officer Floyd 
Ayers at 274-3333 . 
Maintaining a 
long distance 
relationship 
.Counselor's 
Corner. 
MMrt 
-
-
-
By Dr. Rosemary C~arke_ one at home, be aware that you 
Longdistancerelauonsh1psare are familiar with most of the 
difficult and take commitment. peopleandplacesthatconstitute 
There are feelings of loneliness, their liviqg space. The one at 
jealousy, and loss. Letters ~d home, however, may" not know 
phone calls can help you stay m who you are meeting and associ-
touch with each other, but it's not ating with, and has no images 
the same as sharing experiences andpicturesofyourworld.Imagi. 
in person. nation fills in the blanks. So as 
One of the central issues of a soonaspossible,inviteyourp~-
Iongdistancerelationshipismain- ner to visit. It will help your 
taining trust. Trust is enhanced partner better relate to your ex-
when the two of you establish the periences. 
boundaries of the relationship. Recognize that your choice to 
This maintains a sense of clarity continue your relationship long · 
for both partners and allows each distance has a price. You may 
to monitor their own behavior. not be available or comfortable 
So, talk about the rules of the in certain social situations where 
relationship. Are friends of the others are coupled up. You may 
opposite sex OK? W~at's appro- have some e:venings alone while 
priate? What can't you tolerate? your friends are out. And yet, it is 
The clearer your boundaries and important not to withdraw from 
expectations, the less likely con- new people, events and activities 
flict will become the central fo- that come your way. 
cus of the relationship. · Finally, know it's normal to 
Jealousy ·is· another primary, miss the other. If y9U are in love 
concern. It is easy to feel jealous with someone, there is a loss 
when you hear your partner talk- when you're not.able to share all 
ing excitedly about other people the little daily t!Jings that hap-
and experiences that you don't pen. You can't turn to that person 
know about and are not a part of. or ~k them out after a class. 
Often we become scared that our You ~an't attend and share the 
significantotherwillenjoy·some- . same:events. You can't be held 
one else more than us and decide· wheD'you feel vulnerable. 
to end the relationship. Yet, staying involved and ac-
So, use jealousy to identify tive in your own life will help the 
and understand your needs and time pass and before long you'll 
those of your partner. Talk about be back again together and able 
expectations again. Often these to enjoy the cqmmitment you 
areleftunspokenleadingtoanger both share with each other. 
and feelings of betrayal when an Dr. Rosemary Clarke is a coun-
expectation is violated. seloratthelthacaCollegeCoun-
Ifyou are involved with some- seling Center. 
................... : ...................... ~"~ 
LEAD NOTIFICATION 
BOLTON POINT WATER SYSTEM 
~:1s notice 1.s prov1
1
'ded as a public service by the Southern Cayuga lake lntermuniapal Water Commission 
. purpose 1s to 1n orm you of the potenMI adverse health effects of lead. · 
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA} the N y rk s D ~~~~~eT~~~~cia1~;~~ lu;er~umcipa001 Wd ater Commission and oth~~s a~e co~:rn!~~~~i]~~~ ~;d1;i~kl~~ · n e uman y can cause serious damage to the brain kidneys ne 
and red blood cells. The greatest risk, even with short term exposure, is to young' children 'anJ~~~uss!~~tem 
lead 1s a naturally occurring soft. grat metal found in low levels in the earth's d · ~i~~~~~~rigki~~:;~~~i~i;~~e~ri~et~~:~~r fh~r~~~n~c%a~p~;/i~l~~~i;r~ ~~~~~l!~:~~{ ;t~~e 
;l~~~;~~e!~d ~~7~e~f P!~r~~~ctn~1~o~sn~~% ~~;;a~eade e:omple~ely of lead were used in hous~ho\~g 
r mains in t e street. , 
~i~t~~~~~a;~gll~~~t~~:~t~e~:~~c~rmonly used m h_ouses built before 19~0. at which lime the use of 
"octane" unul its gradual phas~-out beJanei~d~:~t;~!:ntel useddas a1~ hadd1t1":'e to gasoline_ to increase common products. · ea is use in is mg sinkers, batteries and other 
Because of the widespread use of lead it can be found · · 
normal levels in the soil. According to the u s Environm~sn-:aicotr~1~antt the air. in food and at higher than 
comes from these sources. while 10-20% comes from drinking wa::i~. on gency, 80-90% of lead exposure 
The United States Environmental Protection Agency sets d ·nk· d 
le~d !Sa health concern at certain levels of exposure. In orJer ~9i~~t~esta~tds and has determined that 
drinking water, the EPA has set the maximum level of lead allowed. d . ~~ ic s exposure to lead from (ppm). Based on new health information the EPA has · ed · in rm mg wat!3r at O.OSO_parts P.er million 
lower acceptable lead concentrations in drinking water ~R~r ~~~~W, ~~gg~".9ulanons that will significantly 
lead levels in your drinking water are likely to be highest: 
•if your home or water system has lead pipes, or 
•if your home has copper pipes with solder, and 
•the newer the plumbing. unless it was installed ~fter the lead solder ban in 1986, or 
-if you have soft or acidic water, or 
-if water sits in the pipe for several hours. 
~:!r~1n~~~a:~~r s~:~~-New York State waters are in all cases lower than the New York State and 
El!J~ted lead in drinking water is usually linked with the use of lead pipe or lead sold · · 
dnnking waters are very corrosive A corrosive water has a tend to d' ssol er in copper pipe. Some 
This ff!ay accelerate !he leaching of lead into drinking water. Haw~ e~en w~t!rhe ll);tal ~s inlycontact with. =~ty can cause lead to be dissolved if the water Is allowed to sit 0in the plumb1,:' uJstu~ 1~~ at least 
l~t.P~"Mf~Ji'tets~s~~~~;:r~Je~GA LAKE ~NTERMUNICIPAL WATER COMMISSION 
However, tap water may stiU contain lead Exposure to this wata be 1 1 lzad 
water until cold to th• touch before drinking. Navar drink, coc!'k~h o'": pr;:1 ~y running the tap 
formula from tha hol water faucot..laad Is Ukaly to ba highest In hot' water. pare varages or Infant 
~~ual ~~1mrrJ~~~IP~le~ifE~~'J's~8'Nlh~ home or residence, th~ SOlJ1"HER~ . 
~~t':i°:li!Y~~rs~~, :reti~~c~~~r~1;l~ililJi~~1:iiSiiiiiti~~~n 
~~~s:ii~ ~: ~~i:i~=:r~,8~!'1J~~oduce a water that is non-corrosive based on criteria 
!f you thiryk your plumbing has lead pipes, or are concerned about possible lead in your drinking water an ~~~= :~ ~bl:~tendt to debetermf inedthei theleadelcontent of water. A listing of local laboratories that 
-z· . can oun n y low pages of the phone l>ook. 
Contact your local Health Department for more information or the SOUTHERN CAYUGA LAKE 
INTERMUNICIPAL WATER COMMISSION at 2n-0660. 
DuCaye to newlakEPA regul~ti~ concemlng ~ad. mon\toring that are going Into effect in 1992, the South&~ . 
uga e fatermun,at Water Comm11J!110n w1U l!()On ~ conducting an intensive lead monitorin 
pr,~~j Tar3et~ ~~ locaD!)nS are single lam1ri residences witli copper plumbing built betwJlen 1982 
funison a:i:;,e ~~~·numt>!:~g:~ ~~~;:aT.; ~~~o;~ ':;ivu:'J:i~J:l~rfcl:;egr~n~ Paul F.: 
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Illegal solicitation 
brollght to a halt Jump-start your career 
By Jeff Selingo 
Atleastsix different individu-
als have been illegally soliciting 
products, ranging from maga-
zines to perfume, in residence 
halls, according to investigator 
Laura Surine and Bob Holt, di-
rector of campus safety. 
On Sept 13 four non-students 
were ordered off campus for 
solicitating perfume in campus 
residence halls without a permit 
The students were issued 
criminal trespassing citations 
and will not be able to return to 
campus without the permission 
of an IC official, according to 
Holt 
In a non-related incident, four 
different IC students were ap-
proached by a student soliciting 
magazinesforacommunications 
project. 
"One of the students identi-
fied himself as a Syracuse Uni-
versity student," Surine said. 
According to Surine, both 
Syracuse · and SUNY 
Binghamton were contacted re-
garding the case, but both re-
ported they had no major prob-
lems with solicitation. 
"The students were friendly, 
upbeat, and worked ~parately ," 
Holt said. Holt said that there is 
no connection between this case 
and the suspect sought in the 
campus harassment on Aug. 29. 
At least one subscription was 
sold to a student who later put a 
stop-payment on the check, ac-
cording to Surine. 
"Students should be reminded 
that there is never door-to-door 
solicitation on campus," Surine 
said. 
By Tom Arundel 
IC students can energize their 
career opportunities this Wednes-
day, Oct. 2, when Career Day re-
turns to the Emerson Suites. 
From 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., 90 rep-
resentatives from 60 separate orga-
nizations will be available to an-
swer all career related questions, 
according to Julie Olsen Rojek, 
employer relations coordinator for 
career planning and placement 
Frisbees,balloons,coupons,and 
cookies will be given out to every-
one interested in exploring their 
career interests. 
"The focus of the event is to be a 
careerinfonnationday,"Rojeksaid. 
.. All students, from freshmen to 
seniors, will be able to assess what 
their career interests are ... All stu-
dents can benefit from it" _ 
Freshman who are undecided 
about their majors will be able to 
discuss their career enthusiasms 
OUNDS 
iNE 
Jyc· Billboar~ SONY 
toP 10 Discman 
FREE PARKING 
for 30 minutes in 
Center Ithaca 
Parking Lot 
with any purchase 
Compact 
Stereo System 
I 
· MX-30 
.$499 
CENTER ITHACA Sug. Retail ssoo 
277-4766 
-OPEN: M, T. W, Sat. 10-6 
Th & Fr 10-9 Sun. 12-5 
• Compact Disc 
• Dual Cassette 
• 25 Watts/Channel 
$1199 
COMPACT DISC 
Sug. Retail $1599 
$699 
CASSETTES 
Sug. Retail S949 
$799 
CASSETTES 
Sug. Retail S1 Q49 
D-30 
Sug. Retail S19995 _ : : 
• Mega Bass 
• Bx Oversampling 
• Programming 
with any of the 90 organization 
representatives who can tell them 
what major is most fit for them, 
Rojek said. 
Sophomores and juniors will be 
able to explore the careers that are 
best suited for their majors. 
Seniors who are preparing to 
enter a grueling job market can also 
find out what jobs correspond to 
their majors and can make valuable 
contacts through the organizations, 
Rojek said. 
"For seniors who are entering 
the job market, this is a'tremendous 
opportunity to make employment 
contacts," Rojek said. 
The 60 organizations participat-
ing range from small to large busi-
nesses, non-profit organizations, 
government organizations and edu-
cation organizations, Rojek said. 
A few of the 60 organizations 
participating in Career Day-activi-
ties will be.Aetna, AT&T, Sun, 
Coopers & Lybrand, First Federal 
Savings and Loan Association of 
Rochester, American Cancer Soci-
ety, Finger Lakes State Parks and 
WQNY-FM, Rojek said. 
In addition to the food and 
frisbees, the organizations will give 
out literature about their purpose 
and career offerings. 
Career Day is sponsored by the 
OfficeofCareerPlanningandPiace-
ment, Campus Center and Special 
Events/Conferences, Student Gov-
ernment, and the Senior Class. 
"Dress infonnally and be pre-
pared to ask lots of questions," 
Rojek said. "There will be a lot of 
opportunities to explore career set-
tings." 
"It happens just once a year, if 
that," Rojek said. "I encourage all 
students to attend career day be-
cause this is an opportunity for ev-
eryone to gather field infonnation 
in one place." 
Apartments or Hou~ 
OOuth Hill 
(1-14 people) 
NEWLY QENOVi\TED: carpetin8, 
dishwasher, contemporary furni-
ture, laundry, off-street parkin8 
Nec3otiable Rent£, 
Call '272-3389 or 257-4164 
Delivery Hours: 
SUNDAY-THURSDAY 
Noon-1 :30 am 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
Noon-2:00 am 
The Bookstore 11 
825 Danby Road 
Comer S. Aurora (96B) & Coddington 273-6006 
1 Med. Pizza-wt-one topping·;··=2 · ·16-oz~-·sodas, $5.50 : : 
1 Lg. Pizza w/ one topping, 2 16 oz. sodas, $8.50 . .., 
Try any of OU r Gourrn~i ~'t~~as. cit the lo'w price. 6( 
$6.95 for a medium or ·$8.95 for a large. : 
YOU;Ml)ST MENTiON THiS AD'W'JIEN ORDERING 
· ·. VISA" _j _ · Always FREE delivery and FREE PEPSI with pizza! ~ 
FREE delivery on.subs, wjngs and]>1,1rg,ers:wj~_a_$~,QQ !,ll!Jl.ll11~.o_r(;lt;r. 
12 oz. PEPSI and DIET PEPSI delivered ... $.50 each 
WE GLADLY ACC~PT VISA & MASTERCARD ON ALL FOOD DELIVERIES! 
REMINDER TO 
ALL STUDENTS 
Please pllrchase all your 
textbook requirements 
as soon as possible as 
· the Bookstore will begin 
returning textbook 
overstock to publishers . 
on October.12.,.1991. we· 
.·will i1ot,-··be ·able ·to 
' ·- ' . - . . . 
. guarantee. a"\Tailability 
after this date. . . 
1
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Cornell sponsors James Bay conference 
tion for the·public, Biltonen s .d 
but will also provide "people a~th 
the tools to 8? back" to their n~-
east homes with alternatives to 
Brower, one leading environmen-
tal conservationist, Matthew Coon-
Come, the grand chief ?f the grand 
council of the Cree Indians of Que-
bec , and Jeff Elliot, ecologist and 
fou~der of Preserve Appalachian 
Wilderness. Amory Lovins and Ia1:1 
Goodman, energy experts, will ex-
plain alternatives to buying h¥dro- . 
electric power through efficiency 
and conservation. 
By Carolyn Valtos 
Last year, Becky Wandell "91, 
a Cinema/Photography major, cre-
ated a fibn which she hoped would 
promote awareness of an "environ-
mental disaster," namely, theJames 
Bay Project. 
Wandell's "call to action" film 
explained the complex system of 
dams and dikes designed for hydro-
electricity while emphasizing its 
negative impact on wildlife and 
Native Americans in the area. 
The weekend of Oct 4, Cornell 
University will host the Regional 
James Bay Action Conference in 
Statler Auditorium. 
The largest of its kind this year. 
the conference begins with a rally 
at noon on Friday and will continue· 
throughout the weekend with a va-
riety of events. 
Aspartoftheevents, both inter-
nationally and nationally acclaimed 
speakers will approach legal, po-
litical, economical, social, and en-
vironmental problems of the dam 
systems in Northern Quebec, ac-
cording to a press release from the 
conference organizers. 
According to the press release, 
Phase I of the James Bay Project 
began in 1972 by Hydro-Quebec, a 
major Canadian Energy Company 
to create water energy systems (or 
Canadaand the northeastern United 
States. 
Since then 11,000 square kilo-
meters of land has been flooded. 
Rotting vegetation has poured 184 
million tons of carbon dioxide and 
methane into the atmosphere, and 
unanticipated mercury has contami-
nated thefishand birdsoftheriver. 
Phase II of the project awaits 
New York State ratification and 
$19.5 billion for the purchase of 
energy generated from this project, 
according to the press release. 
The conference will feature sev-
eral speakers who are directly in-
volvedin thernovetostoptheJames 
Bay Project. 
The speakers include David 
Hoping to instill a sense of ac-
tion, as the conference "Action" 
name implies, Mike Biltonen, con-
ference coordinator, said he feels. 
positive about the weekend's ac-
tivities. 
It will not only offer infonna-
vent futm:e 9301 projects. pre-
According to Biltonen, 900 stu-
dents, faculty and activists are ex-
pected to attend. 
B~ton~n said he encourages the 
public to attend the conference 
Registration will be in Ives Hall 
atCome11Universityfrom4~1 1 pm 
on Friday, Oct 4th, and Saturda · 
after8a.m. Y 
According to the press release 
there is~ fee for s~me lectures. Fo; 
more. mformauon call Mike 
Biltonen at 539-6428. 
ABC Entertainment president returns to alma mater 
By Liz De Rose 
As Robert Iger was walking to 
the beach holdinga bag with the 
ABC logo on it, a woman ap-
proached him. She asked if he 
workedatABC,and wanted to know 
who the idiot was that cancelled 
Thirtysomething. That idiot was 
Robert Iger. president of ABC en-
tertainment. 
On Wednesday. Sept. 25, Iger 
addressed Professor Barbara 
Morgenstern 's Media and the Gov-
ernment class in the Park Audito-
rium. 
Iger said his job involves all 
daytime entertainment program-
ming for ABC. He receives ratings 
every morning at 7 a.m. for the 
programming the night before, and 
at midday he receives the national 
ratings. "It's a very stressful job," 
Iger said, "You use a lot of Alica 
Seltzer." 
I I 
I l-1111 I I 
Deciding what is programmed 
is also one oflger' s responsibilities 
along with cancelling old shows 
and promoting the new shows ABC 
introduces each season. 
Iger said Home Improvement 
(8:30 p.m. Tuesday) and Step by 
Step (8:30 p.m. Friday) are ABC's 
best chances for hits this season .. 
Iger was also responsible for 
developing and cancelling Twin 
Peaks. He said that when he first 
saw the script by David Lynch, he 
knew he had to try it "I can really 
take a lot of chances with this job. 
Twin Peaks is a good example of 
that" 
For Twin Peaks fans, he also 
explained why it was cancelled. A 
new scheduling style was tried ear-
lier this year, which put Twin Peaks 
on Saturday nights. 
According to Iger, because Twin 
Peaks was a type of soap opera, it 
had to be seen every week in order 
to keep track of what was happen-
ing. 
Once ABC realized it was losing 
viewers on Saturday nights, Twin 
Peaks was moved.back to Thursday 
nights. 
At the same time, the creators 
had trouble getting each show ready 
on time, and the show missed a few 
weeks. This lost more viewers, ac-
cording to Iger. 
"The final problem with Twin 
Peaks," Iger said, "was that David 
Lynch is a movie maker. Anything 
he makes is a two hour spot, and 
when it's over, it's over. That's it, 
you don't come back for more. 
Unfortunately. as a network, we 
want a second season, and there's 
nothing left to continue." 
According to Iger, government 
regulations affect his job as well as 
the operation of the network. Iger 
said that because ABC has a corpo-
rate legal office, he doesn't deal 
with regulations often. 
The regulations with the largest 
effects are the Financial Interest in 
Syndication Rule and impending 
network output laws, Iger said. 
The Financial Interest in Syndi-
cation Rule governs how much of 
the programming a network can 
own andreceivedirectprofitsfrom. 
Iger said that the impending out-
put regulations would govern what 
can be contained in a network pro-
gram. The rule cut down dramati-
cally the amount of profits the net-
works could earn from the reruns, 
videos and international sales, lger 
said. 
Sen. Paul Simon, D-IJJ., initi-
ated this regulation in Congress af-
ter watching an unedited version of 
the Texas Chainsaw Massacre. 
Iger said that the odd thing was 
Finally, going to 
college can save you 
some money. 
Bcr \ou rwwr 1ho1wl11 
. t-
you"d !war that. Bui j11H II\ 
lu•ing a ~1tul<'11l. ,011 1·a,; 
gt't ;,p1·l'ial prin·~· 011 I B!\I 
PS/2's-nm1pu!t•r.- that \\ill 
lu•lp you through school. 
and long aft1~r ~ou g<·t out. 
I BM olkn, a rnril'h ol 
PS/2 S<'l<'1·h·d \<·;d<'mi<· 
~@ -- ·1-~ iiiii L,· I ~-:____ Solution* modd,-; to 
.., ~-:'J~ ... -; .. a&wii...lllai --::, choo~<· from. ,\rnl 
~,~::;:'.r,;'"':'~~-w:'.:Mac-i..:f.~ ~~ with an mM 
======;;;;:;=;;::;=::=='··~-~~--;·/._ ,: PS/2 Loan 
. -~:-J/ li1r Ll'arninµ; 
vou ean own 0111· for as littl1· a,-$'{() a mor1tl1*~a,1<1' t k ,.. · 
·.,, _ . , ·, · _ a 1•11pto rw· 
y< ar,; to pay. _Buy ''.ow am! you II get a sp1·1·ral Bonu~ Pal'kt wortli 
owr $1,000 m savings on air trawl, phorn• 1·alls ··<it·1 .. ,ar . .1 
S ·1 · · , , ~ .. <' anu rnon• o whr c the price of collcg<' k<~Pps going up at l<'ast lit , 1· • 
<l . . . , , r prr1·1· o suecec mg rs on rts wav down. Vi~it vour <'am11w, <iutl,•i 1 1·· I I k p · · · o mt out 
10w to Tn(I ea S/2 click.ft1r_vo11. 
Start the semester off right! 
Come see our easy-to-use, affordable 
personal computers at Muller 102 
or call Connie Frigo ' 
at 256-8960. 
'that the S~tor watched the movie 
on cable, noton network television 
Cab!e is not subject to the sam; 
regulattons network television is 
lgetsaid. • 
"We think this [the output regu-
lations) is improper," Igersaid "We 
think it is gove~ent censo;ship, 
and wearelobbymgheavily against 
it" 
Iger's career at ABC began in 
'74. After graduating from IC in '73 
as a TV/R major, he· staned as a 
studio manager at ABC. Iger 
switched to the sports division 
where he rose through the ranks to 
become vice president of ABC 
sports. 
, In 1988, Iger was appointed ex-
ecutive vice president of ABC Tele-
vision Network Group, overseeing 
the business affairs department and 
negotiating for the entertainment 
division in Hollywood. 
I I 
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_JO ti OllfloOk;stiU bleak} P~opoSals f Qr budgef presented 
By AmyJ~eynolds,, ,.. . 'Wearelookingforgoodaca- • . 
College Press Service ·. demic·\background, goocf inter- By Jeff Se~mgo · . Whtie _the other schools incr~ from ac~oss thestreet,:' saidSpea 
Young men aQQ women in personal skills a polished genu- · Suggesuons for the upcommg aboutsIXpercenteveryyear,Ithmk According to Sgrecc1, movmg c 
suits;anned W}th res~riles, hand- .. ine, smart pers'on,"Steve Ho , budget proposals we~e prese~ted to we need to ~atch and go beyond fices to NCR was proposed in ti 
shakes ~d. s~iles for older men of Arthur Andersen Tax T::_ ~e IC budget ~omm1ttee dunng an that amount, ~ado_ff ~id. ~ast, but. the cost of communic 
and wq~en prepar~d 'to greet nofogyGroupsaid.':Wewanithe mformal meetmg attended by fac- . ShawnJ:Iarris,Hist~ry'92,ques- ~ons eqmpment would be stagge: 
the~. w1~. st()tjes., of}he grim · best and the·brightest" .· ulty, s~ff and s~udents. . . tIOn~ the 1mr~ct of higher faculty mg. 
realiues of~y's'jc>Q market. · Because of the flood of gradu- The open budg~t meetmg was . salanes on_ tmuon. PeteLe~sch, student body pre: 
.. ''.There, are fewef~positions .. ati~g· college students enterin hel_d on Sept ?6 m the Emerson Accordmg_toSalm,oneperce~t dent,_ ~~esboned the board on t 
a~ailab1e becaQSe of ;!}1~. reces: "into, ·the job· m~ke~· employer~ S~1~s~ A:ccordmg 19: T,om S~m. . of all salar!es on cam pus 1s po~s1bility of a student memb 
. s1_onan?be~useof~~·trends,". · are getting pickier when hiring. vice P~e:s1dent of busmess affairs, ~~88~000, while one percent of !u- be1~g part of the bud?et process 
Pot -~vobdra>: a mililager wi~ , 'I)ley offer this advi<;:e tojob- ~d cpairm~ o~ the}ud_get co~- 1bon IS $660,~. Faculty sal~es The process reqmres the atte 
_.An)encru_iTrnµis~r •. ~d;. seekers:·.· .· · : ~·~~ the meebng IS_~e begm- are 55 percent of the total salanes danc~ at about 15 ~ 20 half d 
·:we're finding.a l,c>J more .,_"St1,1deiitsshouldgetpractical mngoftheloni:processrntheap- .on~pq~. It_~esaq~arterper- m.eetings, and that um~ comm 
. qualifi<Xl _applicapts,",F.'Darren·'. · ·.e#erieitce before 1mey graiiiiate. . .. pri;>Val 9f the budget_ for ~e 199~- cent ~se m twbon to raise faculty ment wp1,1ld,, be very _difficult t 
_,. P,liverio1_ a freld:traij:l~g ~nsril~~ · . fhat' 8 very imP<irian~·· "Oliverio·. . · . ~993 fiscal ~F-.wh1cb. will begm . salari~s ~me percent. . . . on~. stu~en!, Salm said. 
~twi$1y.f~tr~P9li1a9·I'..ifesaicl. ·'said:·.· :; :~:-- .. ... ,.,. ·, ·-Jµly_l1.l~.92 .... , ·. . . Th~lack~f~lassroomandoffice Itbmkitw?~ldbebetterfort 
Alth9righ not.·~ .companies "I our business acoU.e · eedu- ~ach departm.~~t, _w1U submit space, and faculty workloai;ls were students to participate at the depa 
are· suffering' from, tile· 'saggilig ·· \:a'tib~· 'fsn it a I deteihlm1.:g fac~ · ,,,_ the)f .budget_ by. the .. m1qdle of ~ext a~dress¢ by Kevin Mlzj>hy, En- ment level, because by the time t 
.. _ . ~Q,OC?Q,lY •-~~Y. are ~@l~i!ig-an tor," sa s Oliverio of work in the m?nth and the _budget committee gli~? professor. "!>~dgetreache~ the all-college le, 
:· : "1jlqrea~ iji jpplicati'(,ns~:r r:: :·' ;i~ ins~ce field.:: .. ;J .'' : . ·, ,-. ~- - w_IIL1!}~l, ~ou~h -~e._en~ of J?e-:. ~ . :iJie lack ~f contact between It JS very late m the process," Th 
· · · ,~- · .. ' · ... -· · ·.· ·. " cern~rwJi~-~~expect ~:fimsh-'· stude~tsand'faculty.re.mainsagreat mas Bohn, dean of the school 
. . , .. , . . . _ ,., .. . . , . the first J?hase. At that bme, the concemforthefacultycorrimittee," communications,said.Salmagre : ',, •• ; u!~· ·[]·· ·., · b~dge~·willgotothe,pres~<ientfor .. ?ylurphy said: N9i.qnly a lighter withBohn,andthecommitteew 
. : , ,, . · · '. ., ; ·, ,. ; ·. · •. hlS ~pp_roval. and ~.en to the board., wor~_ load would help, but also the discuss with Lepsch how stude1 
· · · · '. · · . . < : ·,·., of trustees who will vot~- .on the add1uon of classroom and office could be more involved. 
, ·:· ·.; L '. .• _, ,:;;:: ,• .·~w:lget in Feb~ary. ~ccording to . space, according to Murphy. . According to Jeff Gross, en1 
··· . :. . Salm. . "Togetthekingofcommunica- neering '92, the committee coo 
· ., :--. ·' ·' '. · · · · :. ·· - '.· ' , :· .... ;,, ;; "TQ~purposeoftheopenbudget tion we need with students, the col- better get students involved int 
· · ··  1· ·,·' 1·· 11· 'I. .: ,01· H · meeting is for people U> voice tl)e_ir lege needs to plan for space in fu- process by ·better publicizing 1 
' ' - · ', · · · opinions on certain sections of the ture years," Murphy said. meeting and changing the time. 
· · ·.·.:,, ··. ~ ·.· _'.:i·· .·.,'_.:: .... · . ~: .. : .. ,'.·(:: budget, before th~ co_mmiuee de-· "the·costs'ofconstructiontoday · '"Therewasonlyfourads;two 
. _ . ci~es op the final product," Salm is s~ggering,'' Carl Sgrecd, vice- the Ithaca College News, and t, 
' . .
· ..· .. ·:·,··.~.·_·, .. ,·,··_·Bl:RJ:. ·:1 i · 1= M· · . · .. ·· said. . president/treasurer said. The cost in the Ithacan that publicized t 
_ , Approximately. 25 people at- of the ew science building and meeting. I think by holding 
. ten~ed the meeting and many in the road work is about $23 million, meeting on a weekend, away frc 
audience addressed their various which is approximately $200 per class time, and sending letters 
J .•' ·c· I" I'· 1· I I 1n·o1 11v· 11 concernsduringthetwohourmeet- squarefoot,accordingto Sgrecci. bothstudentsandparents,wewot 
· · .· , ~ .. , :; ·, , ··: , · . . • ing. . The lease on the NCR building better, infonn both groups of t 
Abreo Sadoff, a physics depart- will now take the college through process," Gross said. 
ment prof~sor, and a member of the 1992-93 school year, which will "There is no perfect time fort 
the faculty council, addressed the help ease a space problem with the meeting, because we have tried 
question of faculty salaries. expected renovation of Williams on many occasions," Salm said. T 
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Sting ·s having a 
bash at the 
Hollywood Bowl 
~~nd you ~re invited. 
Celebrate the finale 
' . 
of his Soul Cages 
Tour and his 40th 
birthqay\! It's -gding 
to be· even better 
tpan his standi1}g 
rOOJl\ o~Iico,n~~rts 
. - i' ... '. -p 
and ifs·availabte ; ·:: 
ex.clusiyeiy gn·: Pay:. 
:pe~-Yi~W C~ble TV. 
j3f-1ng the. p~rti 
:home! ,. 
To 
··Order 
-~·:·:·ca(/ 
272-3456 
'~ - - ·-- .... - - . - -
ACC 
The Connection:. You Need 
"1)1ere is a group of 20 schools Hall. However, internal changes at committee will look into the pos 
that IC wants to be compared to and NCR question the dependence of bility of sending letters to the s1 
we see that their [faculty] salaries that building in the future. dents and parents in the future,, 
are higher than what we have here. "Our hope is to completely move cording to Salm. 
r--~------------···-----
Ethnic Inspired fashion 
Putumayo Brings You the World 
exclusively at 
House of Shalimar 
ITHACA. COMMONS • ITHACA, NV • 607-273-7939 
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Engineering program·expands beyond Corllell -
By Avi Schaeffer 
Engineering students will soon 
have greater choices when it comes 
to selecting a university to com-
plete their degree program. 
The 3-2 Engineering Program is 
expanding to include SUNY 
Binghamton and Rensellear Poly-
technic Institute, according to As-
sistant Dean of the School of Hu-
manities and Sciences Martin 
Berlinrood. 
The program currently allows 
Ithaca College students to take three 
years of general math, science, and 
humanities courses at IC, and com-
plete the remaining two years of 
their program at Cornell Univer-
sity. Students then graduate with a 
dual degr~. earning both a Bach-
elor of Arts degree from IC and a 
Bachelor of Science degree from 
Cornell. . 
"This program gives our stu-
dents a broader education. Most 
engineers don't stay in the profes-
sion throughout their professional 
lives,sothe3-2programgivesthem 
Power 
Pair 
an option if they decide to do some-
thing else," Bill Bergmark, chemis-
try professor, said. 
Students often do not want the 
rigid, four year program offered at a 
purely engineering school, accord-
ing to Bergmark. "Our 3-2 program 
gives them options if they think 
they want to be an engineer but are 
not sure," Bergmark said. 
RPI and SUNY Binghamton 
wereaddedtoIC's3-2Engineering 
Program for several reasons. "It 
gives students a bigger choice, be-
eVEREX 
COMPUrEII srsrEMS DIVISION 
& 
cause some are more excited about 
going to RPI or Binghamton than to 
Cornell. Not all engineering schools 
have identical programs, so stu-
dents can look at the programs each 
school has to off er and choose ac-
cordingly," Peter Seligmann, chair-
person of the physics department 
said. 
Another reason that more schools 
were added to the program is be-
cause of the cost factor, Seligmann 
said. \tis financially impossible for 
some students to attend Cornell be-
OIQDATA 
cause of its high cost, accordina.t 
Se~igf!iann. SUNYBinghamton i,~ 
a s1gmficantly lower tuition, which 
may cause som~ students to choose 
to complete their degrees there 
Seligmann said. ' 
Clarkson University may soon 
be added to the program as well 
bringingthenumberof schools fro~ 
which students can choose to four 
Seligmann estimated that ap~ 
proximately three IC students par-
ticipate in the 3-2 Engineering Pro-
gram each year. 
Corrections 
'\'In the SepL 19 article "Future 
plans for faculty handbook re-
main uncertain, "Professor Kim 
Dunni~k was incoITeCtly quoted 
as saymg that the State Univer-
sity of New York oversees 
Ithaca College's Board of Trust-
ees. 
'\' In the SepL 12 article "New 
director appointed," Edwin W. 
Fuller was incorrectly identi-
fied as a faculty member and 
not a staff member. · 
For information and pricing, contact: 
·'\'In the Sept. 19 article "Men 
top Wagnerlnvite; women 4th " 
the headline should have read 
"Women top Wagner Invitei 
men 4th." 607-257-6332 
Or stop by Muller 102 ... anytime. 
data-term.,nc 
"Complete Computing Solutions" 
'\'.In the Sept. 19 article "From 
culture to comedy, ICTV breeds 
new shows," Michelle 
DeAngelis was not identified as 
a producer of Just Off Broad-
way because of incorrect infor -
mation that was given to The 
Ithacan. 
SALES • SERVICE • SUP-PORT • TRAINING • LEASING ~-
'\' In the Sept. 19 issue the photo 
of Geoff Aaron was not cred-
ited to Greg Hollmann 
l\tftl\\ J. 
fDI 
AS HOLLYWOOD S 
MOST SPOILED 
MOVIE STAR 
MOVIES PRESENTS 
1\-IERE'S ONLY ONE 
WAY THESE TWO 
ARE GOING TO 
GET ALONG 
JANIS 
WOODS 
AS Nl:W YOHK S 
ANGFlll::Sl 
COP 
The Hard Way is co-sponsored by . • . 
r-
----------
----------11111----, I I FRIDAY- September 27 SATURDAY-September 28. I 
I 7:00 p.m. 7 00 I The H d W : p.m. · I I ar ay The Hard Way 
I 9:30 p.m. o 30 I The H dW ,...: p.m. I ar ay The Hard Way I 
: SlJNDAY· September 22 I 
2:00 p.m. I 
I The Hard Way I 
I 7:00 p.m. I 
I Always I 
I 9:30 p.m. 
I PRICE Always I 
I Fri. & Sat .• $3.00 · I Sun •• $2 oo PLACE I L------ · . .Textor 102 ..I 
------
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.How you 
can help the 
• environment 
Tips 
for 
Planet· 
Earth 
By Diane MacEachern system set up to let worms eat 
If you 're like many peoJ.)le, your garbage. When they're fln-
you probably havea vaguesense ished, you use the manure or 
of what you should be doing to "castings" they leave behind as 
restore the environment, but you the compost you add to your soil. 
don't know where to begin. The composting can be done 
· A new workbook will help in a covered wooden box, galva-
you take the next step. The nizedmetalwashtub,plasticutil-
."Household Ecoteam Work- ity tub, or any other kind of cov-
bo'ok,'' prepared bythenon-profit ered bin that is about two feet 
grotip Glob.al Action Plan for square and 12 inches deep. tne 
·the Earth, offers a six-month bincanbekeptunderthe1tltchen . program to ''bring your house- . 'sink, on a patio or back porch 
hold 'into' environmeotal-' bat. (until temperatures drop below 
:, ance.". : , · · --- . :freezing), or in your basement 
· , The work~ksimp~es.en- · The worms Jive.in bedding ma-
.. v1ro~e~ta1 mfo~abon mto : terials that are put in. the bins. 
-~tsofacttons~beunp~men~ .. ijed(iing material can be made 
· .a month,~ a time.-Th_e ~ac?ori .. from· shredded cartons, office 
areas" are: _teduc~ng your.gar,:,; -·papei,newspaper,leafmold,ani- · 
. bage;impro:','..i,ngbor:n_e~aterand ·ma1 manures or peat moss. a 
energy -effi~ie~cy; · impr9~ipg ; handful of soil; and water. 
t:ransportalion e.fficiency; :being Red worms are best because .. , 
· · an.~o.-wisecorisµme(; ~nd_em- ! they process large amounts· of · 
powe~ng others. · , organic material, reproduce 
--, ~ch-set of actions encour- quickly,"and ·can·be purchased 
ages you to make small changes . easily. 
in your lifestyle that can make a . You '11 want enough worms 
big.difference. · . · . lo consume all the garbage you 
The workbook encourages will be feeding them. Generally, 
readers to form "ec(}-teams~ with for every one-half pound of gar-
friends, family and neighbors, · bage you throw·away each day, 
who can act as a support group you'll need one pound of red 
for undertaking each month's worms. · 
activities. , . The worms will· eat potato 
Q. What is worm composting? peels, fruit rinds, spaghetti, cof-
A. Worm composting is the pro- fee grounds and spoiled food. 
cess of using earthwonns and Diane MacEachern wrote the 
microorganisms to convert or- best seller, "Save Our Planet: 
ganic waste into nutrient-rich 750-Everyday Ways You Can 
humus_. In other words, it's a Help Clean Up the Earth." 
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Campus Safety Log 
The following incidents are among 
those reported to The Ithacan by the IC 
Office of Public Information, based solely 
on reports from the Office of Campus 
Safety. 
Anyone with any information regard-
ing these entries is encouraged to con-
tacttheOffice of Campus Safety. Unless 
otherwise specified, reported incidents 
remain under investigation. 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13 • 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1991 
Friday, September 13 
T A student was referred for judicial 
action after being found in a highly in-
toxicated condition in a campus resi-
dence hall. The student was trans-
ported to the Health Center for treat-
ment. 
T Four non-students were ordered off 
campus after they were found soliciting 
perfume in campus residence halls with-
out a solicitation permit. 
T A sb.Jdent filed a complaint regarding 
being approached by a male attempting 
to .solicit magazines for a communica-
tions project. Subject is believed to be a 
non-student 
T A sb.Jclent filed a complaint regarding 
damage that occurred to the student's 
vehicle while it was parked in L-lot. The 
left rear driver's side window had been 
broken. 
Saturday, September 14 
T Two students were issued appear-
ance tickets for the underage posses-
sion of an alcoholic beverage. 
T A student was referred for judicial_ 
action for the theft and possession of a 
sign stolen from the Freeman baseball 
field. . 
'Y Bang's Ambulance responded to the 
Campus Center for a staff member who 
had fainted. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding a 
purchase that was made on campus 
utilizing a possible stolen or forged credit 
card. 
Sunday, September 15 
'Y A student was referred for judicial 
action for the possession of a stolen real 
estate sign on campus. 
TA student filed a complaint regarding 
being harassed by a group of males in 
the Campus Center Quad area. Student 
did not wish charges to be filed, however 
the six non-students were issued orders 
to remain off the campus. 
TA student filed a complaint regarding 
damage that occurred to the student's 
vehicle while parked in C-Lot. Damage 
consisted of scratches on the vehicle 
caused by a sharp instrument Damage 
occurred sometime on September 1 . 
T Two students filed complaints regard-
ing having received harassing/annoying 
telephone calls on the students' resi-
dence half room phone. 
Monday, September 16 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding dam-
age that had occurred to PortaJohns that 
had been knocked over on the Terrace 
soccer field area . 
'ff Bang's Ambulance responded to 
Friends Hall and transported a student_ 
who had fainted to the Health Center for 
treatment. 
'l/f A student filed a complaint regarding 
damage to the student's vehicle while 
parked along the roadway near Landon 
Hall. Damage occurred between Sept. 
13andSept. 16. 
'ff A complaint was filed regarding $50 
worth of art equipment taken from the 
Ceracche Art Studio between Sept 12 
and this date. Property consisted of draw-
ing pencils, erasers, crayons, and a port-
folio holder. 
Tuesday, September 17 
'Y A mountain bike was turned in to 
Campus Safety as found property after 
being found unattended in a residence 
hall floor lounge. 
T A student was referred for judicial 
action for the possession of a set of 
chucka sticks in a campus residence hall 
room. 
'T' A student hied a complaint regarding 
the theft of a stereo from the student's 
vehicle while parked in L-Lot 
T A student filed a complaint regarding 
the student's vehicle being struck while 
parked in 0-Lot by an unknown vehicle 
that had left the scene. Damage oc-
curred sometime between 1 :00 and 1 :50 
p.m. on September 15. Damage con-
sisted of dents to the right fender. 
Wednesday, September 18 
Y A student was taken to the Health 
Center for treabnent of an injury to the 
student's leg. Injury was caused by jump-
ing from a seating area in a campus 
academic building. 
'ff Bang's Ambulance responded to the 
WestTowerfora student who was highly 
intoxicated. Student was transported to 
Tompkins Community Hospital for treat-
ment. In addition, the student was ~ 
tarred for judicial action. 
Thursday, September 19 
'ff Campus 'Safety assisted the Sheriff':; 
Department in the apprehension of a 
prowler at the College Circle Apartments. 
'ff A non-student was arrested after ~-
ing spotted in a campus parking lot at 
around 3:30 a.m. attempting to open 
doors of parked vehicles. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding· the 
theft of a Ohaus electronic balance scale 
from Williams Hall. Theft occurred some-
time between Sept. 18 and Sept. 19. 
Property value is approximately $1,000. 
'ff Ithaca Fire Department responded to 
Boothroyd Hall for a fire alarm. Cause of 
the alarm was determined to be burnt 
food which activated a smoke detector 
in that building. 
Safely Tip: 
The solicitation of items and services 
without a permit is not permitted in a 
campus residence hall, nor is the selling 
of items door to door. 
Report any and all persons in your 
residence hall who are soliciting to the 
Office of Campus Safety. 
Ithaca College Theatre 
A delightful comedy 
about kind hearts 
and gentle people . 
Thi 
Curl·ous 
Savage 
by John Patrick 
October 1~5, 1991 
Richard M. Clark Theatre 
Dillingham Center for the PerformJng Arts 
Limited seating available! 
Box Office open Monday-Friday, 12 noon - 5 p.m. 
·call 274-3224 now! 
. . . 
1991-_92 Season 
Are you undecid~d about a career? 
Have you considered your career options? 
If you are, ...... 
Wednesday, October 2nd 
in the Emerson Suites, 
Campus Center from 
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Meeting professionals from a variety 
of career fields to gain up-to-date 
information on career options 
. Open to all Ithaca College Students, faculty and staff 
sponsored by the 
Office of Career Planning and Placement 
Campus Center & Special Events/Conferences 
St11dent Government and Senior Class 
Thursday, _ 
September..:26_ 
Centennial Commit~ meeting, 
Conference Room, Campµs Center, 
9 a.m.-noon. 
AMA Executive Board meeting, 
Conference Room, noon. 
Residential Life RA Recruitment 
and Selection meeting, Conference 
Room at noon. 
Community Service Network 
Executive Board meeting, 
DeMotte Room at 6:30 p.m. 
A.L.S. Hispanic Heritage Month 
Debate, "Why Aren't Hispanics 
United?" in theKlingensteinLmmge 
at7p.m. 
_ International Club meeting in the 
DeMotte Room at 7 p.m. 
Cayugan staff meeting, 7 p.m., in 
the yearbook office, Landon Hall 
basement (west end of building). 
New staff members are welcome! 
Friday, 
September 27 
Career Planning and Placement 
Seminar "How to Find a Job," 
Sourh Meeting Room, CampusCen-
tec, 11 a.m. 
The American Heart ~ociation 
is holding a food festival/nutrition 
educationprogramatTops, llam.-
3 p.m.Dieticians and Nutritionists 
available to answer questions .. Call 
A_.H.A. at 273-7550 for more info. 
., • .! 
. ~ -, -
Hillel Sbabbat dinner fo the ter-
race Dining ~ll at 7: 15 p.m. :. · . 
Saturday, _ -· 
S~ptember 28 
Drug and-Alcohol Education Pro,. 
gram presents "The . Party," an 
educational performance in 
Emerson Suites, 8 p.m. 
Sunday, 
September 29 
Not Ready for Bedtime Players, 
"Everything You Thought Y oou 
Knew about Sex and Much 
More," a series of skits on safe sex 
and relationships in the Emerson 
Suites at 7 p.m .. 
Choral Collage in Ford Hall Audi-
torium at 3 p.m. 
Ithaca Violincello Ensemble f ea-
turing Einar Holm and friends, 
featuring works of Bach, Mozart 
and Beethoven, Ford Hall Audito-
rium, 8:15 p.m. 
Monday, 
September 30 
ACT UP of Ithaca meets every 
Monday, 7:30 p.m., in the Finger 
Lakes Independence Center, on the 
comer of Clinton Street and Route 
13. New members welcome. For 
more. information-call 273-5831. 
. . -
AIDS Group Filiµ S~ries iif:Clark 
. Loubge, C~pus (;enter, '7 P:m .. 
Ithaca ,c;onege -Epvir<i~e~tal 
S~ety (I~ES) nieets Mon~y's, 8 
p:in., Noith'Meeting room, Cam-
pus Center:_ ·-
Interested · in advertising? ·The 
l.C.A.A.F. (Ithaca College Ameri-
can Advertising Federation) meets 
tonight at 8:30p.m., room 279, Park 
Communications Building. New 
members are welcome! 
Tuesday, 
October 1 
Faculty recital bysaxophonistJ amal 
Rossi and pianist ~usan Bruckner 
at 8: 15 p.m. in Ford Hall Audito-
rium. 
Stillwater Organi1.ation meeting, 
8: 15 p.m., Park 226. Call Julie Gor-
don, 256-0033 for more infonna-
tion. 
Wednesday, 
October 2 
Paul Krugman, professor of eco-
nomics at M.I.T., gives a talk on 
"The Age of Diminished Expecta-
tions," 7:30 p.m., Emerson Suites. 
The Overeaters Anonymous 12-
Step Group meets Wednesday's 
from 7-Sp.m.,Phillipsroom, Muller 
Chapel. 
Tompkins (:ounty Al~~,mce lor. _~e,\l<>~'.<>~~~~ ~ i74~:3224. 
WPeednea~-~Y~! !:i~~ei!~Y::f~-:: ,Jlarvc. ~b~l'!fto-~,C~ffi· jsh~layin~ at the 
_ .. . Ou es ne o ee ouse m th 
Church. For !°ore informauon, Cobbl~to~ Qmrch, tickets: $3e 
contact Jean Fmley, 272-308~: , adult..chil~n'llnder 12/free. ca1{ 
_______ .,. _. Ga~.riele Anf9ni-Dorman, 753_ 
General 1366.-- -, · 
Announcements 
Roy H. Park School of Conimun~-
cations is accepting applications 
for Spring 1992 entry into its jour-
nalism major or minor. Appli91-
tion fonns are available in the re-
ception office of the Park building, 
room 326. 
Students interested in entering the 
journalism major or minor must 
attend a meeting on Monday, Oct. 
7, 1991, 5:30 p.m., Park Audito-
rium andsubmitacompletedappli-
cation. Only currently enrolled 
majors in the Roy H. Park School 
.are eligible at this time to apply. 
Student Affairs and Campus Life 
Diversity Awareness Committee, 
StudentAffairsand Campus Life 
and Student Government are hav-
ing ~ kick-off workshop for com-
mittee members from 1:30-Sp.m., 
and a workshop'for student leaders 
from 6-8 p.m. 
Ithaca College Theatre opens the 
season with a performance of The 
Curious Savage by Pulitzer Prize 
winner John Patrick, Clark The-
atre, Dillingham Center for the Per-
fonning Arts. The production will 
run from Tuesday, Oct.1-Saturday, 
Oct. 5. For more infonnation, call 
The 9th A_n~ual -Apple Harvest 
,Weekend 1s ~cheduled for Oct. 
4,5,&6, 10_a.m.-6p.m. Itcelebrates 
the appl~ hazyest with an array of 
local_ PJ:Od:uce, homemade baked 
goods, and perfonnance. Contact 
Jean S. Deming, 274-6546. 
Rapepreventionbeginswithedu-
~tion: To learn more about rape 
-and sexual assault, call the Ithaca 
Rape Crisis Center at 273-5589. 
Scholarship and 
Intem~hip 
Announcements 
1992 N.S.F. Minority Graduate 
Fellowships: Three-year fellow-
ships, $14,000 stipend available. 
Applicationdeadline,Nov. 8, 1991. 
Call Steven Thompson, ext. 3161. 
1~ Spring/Summer Internships 
in Congress for sbldents interested 
in government: Two stipends of 
$1100 are available. for summer 
interns. Preference is given to ap-
plicants enrolled· in the SUNY 
Washington Semester Program. 
Deadline for springprogrram is OcL 
21~1991 and March 5, 1991 for the 
summer program. Call Jake Ryan, 
ext. 3106 for infonnation. 
TAN.7m&:.:· ·. 
_ . SQN TfiN- CENTER . 
® Let Tanfastic Still KeeP T.he ,~ Sunshine In Your Life . . - , / - ' i . Come Tan With U$J:.,. .. _., 
* Single Facial Bed * Triple Facial Bed 
6 Se-ssion $36 6 Sessions $42 
- - ,.. ~ ~ -- - . 
WOLFF ·TANNIN,G_ ... BEDS 
M-F S~M -9PM . 272-5598 
Sat 8AM -- 5PM . - . - -
Sun 8AM ~ 3Ptv1 609 -W. Clinton St. 
Expires· 10/5/91 
We're looking 
for you!· · Color Copies Enhance your presentati~n,!-· 
.The Ithacan ls looking for: 
News Writers · Feature Writers 
Arts/Entertainment Writers Copy ·Editors 
Contact an editor in The Ithacan office, 
Park School of Communications Room 
269, or call 274-3207. 
No experience necessary ... 
- ... Dedication a must. 
• Listings • Overhead Transparencies • ·Menus 
• Flyers • Storyboards • Illustrations . • Maps 
• Announcem~nts • Renderings • ·Photographs 
Copy on~ or hundreds! There's no need to wait days or weeks 
for quality color copies at Kinko's. 
409 College Ave 
Ithaca, NV 14850 
273-0050 
kinko•s· 
the· copy· _center 
OPINION 
Checking out 
the library 
The Ithaca College library holds books, magazines, microfonn and 
refe~ence volumes, ~o~g other things. It also contains copy machines, 
seatmg, reference librarians and other library employees to assist IC 
students and faculty. Regular library users will recognize all or most of 
these library staples. Yet few users understand how the IC library 
operates or why it has the estimated 450,000 items that fill its shelves 
and drawers. 
Despite this lack of insight, an infonnal Ithacan survey revealed that 
many IC students think the library is not as good as it should be. Some 
of the problems students cited are relatively unrelated to what the 
library is-·a collection of literary, artistic and educational materials 
kept aside for reading and reference. These complaints include the 
copy mac:hine system being inadequate and the library being too warm. 
But they have little to do with the primary function of this college's 
library, which is to give IC students and faculty adequate resources to 
prepare and research for classes. 
Which books, periodicals, newspapers, etc. are available in the 
library depends primarily on the Ithaca College faculty, who detennine 
the course curricula and suggest what items the library should have to 
help meet that curricula. However, the guidelines 'for choosing··or at 
l~st the adherence t<? those guicielines.·may be inconsistent, causing 
some faculty or departments to be over·· or under·represented. 
Twenty·six faculty library representatives from different depart· 
ments and schools submit faculty suggestions to W. Robert Woerner, 
. library director, who in turn asks Provost Thomas Longin to approve 
the pll:l,"chase of the books. According to W oemer, nearly 100 percent 
of all-requests are_approved, and ,Acquisitions Librarian Kanu Sharma 
purchases the suggeste.d books. , 
If a s~cific item is not available, the interlibrary loan system 
enables Ithaca College to get that item from another institution so it can 
be loaned to a student who needs it here. 
But too many students ~tart their research in the IC library too late 
for the loan system to help them. And too many will not (or do not 
know how to) do the necessary "pre·research" work, which includes 
using card catalogues or the periodical literature guide to find sources. 
Moreover, how many students do try to find the sources but can't 
and eventually leave the library without asking for assistance from a: 
full•time reference librarian? · · · 
The library administration has not done an effective job of actively 
informing students and faculty about the way they do things. Nor have 
they actively sought input. Working with faculty, library administra· 
tors should form more consistent and effective guidelines for the initial 
book suggestion process. 
Ultimately, however, students and faculty are responsible for 
gettirig the most out of the Ithaca College library. Faculty must take 
seriously their role in recommending books for the library to purchase 
(And they should be books geared more towards their students rather 
than themselves). Students need to drop the "it's no good" attitude and 
learn about the resources that are available. 
JayTokasz 
Editorial Page Editor 
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Fire alarms still important 
To the editor: 
I hadn't heard the sound of a fire 
· alarm up close in a very long 
time .... maybe even years. But you 
know what? That sound doesn't 
really change much. It's the same at 
Ithaca College as it was in high 
school, or even in elementary 
school. It's loud, loud enough so 
that you can hear it even if the doors 
of the classroom hap11en to be 
closed; so loud that even if you 
couldn't hear it, you could prob· 
ably feel it I heard a fire alann· 
sound in the NCR building this 
afternoon (Wednesday Sept. 10). 
There are lots of things you don't 
forget Riding a bicycle is one of 
them. What to do when a fire alarm 
goes off should be another. 
You calmly and promptly leave 
the building. 1 remembered that 
from way way back in Mrs. Balcer's 
firstgradeclass.Thatrulehasstayed 
the sameeverywherel'veeverbeen. 
(I only wish other segments of my 
life could exhibit the same consis· 
I LETTER I 
tency.) 
The fire alarm that sounded in 
NCR today happened about four or 
five minutes before the end of a 
class period. Since I was at the far 
end of the building when the alarm 
sounded, I had to pass by a number 
oftheclasstoomsonmyway \O\he 
proper exit door. 
I guess not everybody was lucky 
enough to have a Mrs. Baker in 
their past; I noticed several profes· 
sors found it more important to fin· 
ish malcing their point than to in· 
struct their students to leave the 
building. I know I'm not in a posi· 
tion to make such a judgement call, 
but I think it almost might be safe to 
say that no point in a lecture is so 
important that it takes -precedence 
over personal-safety. 
I know it's a drag to be awak· 
ened in the-middle of the night for a 
fire alarm because somebody in the 
dorm put their popcorn in the mi· 
crowave for 30 minutes and forgot 
about it. And it was an inconve. 
nience to have to wait for Campus 
Safety and the Ithaca Fire Depart· 
ment to give the go ahead for us to 
return to our classes this afternoon. 
But I don't think the sound of a fire 
alann is ever a sound that should be 
ignored OT {l::tsse.cl of£ as "iust an. 
othei: fa\se a\ann"' by stuuen\S 01: 
professors. 
If it wasn't all that important,. 
there'd be a volume control, or 
may~ a snooze button built into 
the thing. But fire alarms still mean 
the same thing that they did in high 
school and elementary school, and 
in case (like me) you haven't been 
in either in a few years, this letter 
might serve as a gentle reminder 
from someone who likes football 
games and concerts a whole lot 
more than hospitals and funerals. 
Wendy Dwyer 
Planned Sudies '91 
For advertising rates and deadlines; contact The Ithacan, Park School of 
Communications, Ithaca College, Ithaca, NY 14850. -.,. · ,_ . 
· The I thqcan encour.ages,lefte~s__to.tfze etiitor ._Jfyou have an opinion you feel 
strongly about, or if there is some kind of problem or situation you would like 
to addres_s,~ please submit a "letter to the.Ithacan office at room 269 in the Park 
School ofCo,rimunications_. We would also·appreciate any insightful commen-
tary on how we are do1ng as the Ithaca· College campus newspaper. Founded in 1930 
t t " , t I t • _.~ .• i I • • 
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT 
-
' America entertaining Am-erica' 
America'~ Funniest People 
draws from local talent pool 
By Adam Heroux 
The city of Ithaca got a taste of 
Hollywood Saturday, Sept. 21, 
when the popular ABC comedy 
show America's Funniest People 
held auditions at the Ithaca Com-
mons Pavilion. 
Despite the day's brisk tempera-
ture, children and adults alike turned 
out in large numbers to get their 
chance to be on national television, 
with an ever-growing crowd of by-
standers on hand. 
After a 45- minute delay brought 
about by car trouble, the crew from 
America's Funniest People arrived 
to an expectant crowd, primed for 
their arrival by a crew from Pan-
orama, one of Ithaca College 
Television's programs, which had 
shown up earlier to cover the event 
AccordingtoGeorgeSylak,one 
of America's Funniest People's 
segment producers, people are at-
tracted to the show not only for the 
money, but also so they can get 
their chance to entertain. 
"The show lets people perform 
a I 5 to 30 second joke or routine 
that people have only been able to 
do in front of their families be-
fore," Sylak said."It's America en-
tertaining America." 
"Material taken from the audi-
tions will air from now until March, 
but all the material taken in Ithaca 
will not necessarily be shown at 
the same time," Sylak said. If one 
of the contestants from the audi-
tions gets their act on the show, 
they'll be given a call telling them 
that they've made it on." 
The fonnat of America's Funni-
est People is basf?d along the lines 
ofataJentshow. Thecrewfrom the 
program travels across the country 
looking for people who are wiIIing 
to submit material. 
Those acts that are funny or 
original enough have the possibil-
ity of being entered in the weekly 
competition for the chance at win-
ning $10,000 dollars if the material 
aired wins by a majority of the . 
audience's vote. 
Sy lak did warn people audition-
ing to try and avoid some acts that 
have been so overdone as to be-
come cliche. "We have seen over 
4,000 impersonations of Steve 
Erkle (from ABC's comedy Fam-
ily Mallers), so unless their imper-
sonation is really good, we suggest 
to people that they try something 
else." 
lthacan/fom Arundel 
In an attempt to be on television, a Cornell student tries to be one of Ithaca's funniest people. 
The choice to come to Ithaca 
came down to a matter of conve-
nience. 
"We travel to different markets 
across the country," Sylak said. 
"WewereinSyracuseFriday(SepL 
20) and we 'II be there again on 
Sunday (Sept. 22) and we needed 
someplace to go in between then, 
and Ithaca seemed to be the best 
choice." 
Theacts themselvesrangedfrom 
a rendition of Frank Sinatra's "New 
Y ork,New York" as done by a duck 
to "The Dance of the Reluctant 
Cowboy," which involved one par-
ticipant dancing on top of bubble 
wrap to the theme of Bonanza. 
America's Funniest People can 
be seen on Sunday nights on cable 
channel 2. 
Parasite prepares to prey on Pub 
Loc·a1 metal band fine-tunes for its IC debut 
By Beverly Goodman 
There was an ear-splitting gui-
tarriff followecJ._by a chaotic beating 
of drums. The band members 
laughed for a moment, then be-
came serious. In unison they 
launched into "Creeping Death." 
Parasite's practice had begun. 
Parasite's manager, Chip 
Labonte, smiles and nods, pleased 
with the way their rehearsal is go-
ing. He adjusts some of their 
equipment and then paces, listen-
ing intently as they finish their 
rendition of the song by Metallica, 
and segue into a Megadeth tune. 
Although considered to be a 
heavy metal band by most.Parasite 
holds some smprises for those who 
see them and expect to hear noth-
ing but thrash. ·Their set includes a 
. variety of musical styles, ranging 
from the Fabulous Thunderbirds' 
, :.,,-,.:,1 ·~ough Enough," and. "Hard to 
., . '·, · . Hand! "b th Bia k >.'.---.:';,:f.;_.;, . . :. . e - y e c Crowes to 
;:r,:-.;,;-.4_;: ;: . Young MC's "Bust a Move" 
.G?,},_";-_::' Parasite, comprised of v~st 
Matthew Goida, lead guitarist Greg 
Genneken, drummer Steve 
Krucher, bassist Dale Harrington 
and his younger brother, rhythm 
guitarist Darrell Harrington, was 
formed when Dale, now a senior 
was a freshman at IC. · ' 
Three days a week the band -
members, all IC students except 
- for Darrell. pack up their equip- · 
ment and take a 20 minute trip to 
practice in the Harrington's home. 
Ithacan/Tor Seemann. Darrell, a senior at Groton Junior/ 
The members of Parasite prepare for Friday's show at the Pub/ 
Coffeehouse 
Senior High School, still lives with 
his family in Groton. 
On the ground floor of the 
Harrington's home is a relatively 
small, L-shaped room where Para-
site practices. The sparse furniture 
is pushed against the walls to make 
the most of the floor space, most of 
which is taken up by the drum set 
and large amplifiers. The walls are 
covered with examples of Parasite's 
musical mentors: Faith No More, 
Megadeth, Anthrax and several 
featuring Metallica. 
When Dale first thought about 
starting a band, he wasn't thinking 
along the lines of heavy metal; he 
wanted toplayinajazz band Darrell 
had begun learning the guitar, but 
then stopped playing for sometime. 
A few years later, once Darrell had 
started playing again, they decided 
to fonn a band to do original work.-
This was more difficult that ex-
pected, and the band decided to 
learn covers of their favorite mu-
sic, and create their own music later. 
This is exactly what they have done 
and with a few different additions 
to the band, Parasite is complete. 
Krucherjoined the band last fall, 
after meeting Dale through VIC, 
where they both were DJ .s. Kruchcr 
joined the band as a drummer, but 
also talc~ lead vocals for "Enter 
Sandman"and"SeekandDestroy," 
two of their six Metallica covers. 
Goida was added just a few 
months after Krucher, in January. 
"I was sick· I sounded like Alvin," 
he said of his audition. Goida, who 
has been playing the drums for nine 
years, replaces Krucher on percus-
sion for the two songs he sings. 
Genneken is the newest arrival 
to the band, only joining early this 
See.!'Parasite," page 15 
_ _ . Ithacan/Tor Seeman,; 
Siev_a Kr~cher sets the beat during a Parasite pracil~ session. 
-
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By Michael Hutchinson · 
· Guns N' Roses' rise to'the fore-
froqt of American hard rock within 
the past few years has been ¢thing 
less than meteoric. 
·since their major-label debut in 
1987, they have recorded only one 
LP and one· EP ~ yet their shows · 
constantly sell out around the coun-
try. They are credited with "break-
ing open" the synth-rock scene of 
the late 1980s, bringing back loud 
guitars, rude lyrics and the Little-
Richard-on-speed, bad boy image 
of rock 'n 'roll. · 
In fact, the "bad boy" label might 
be a little too tame for Axl Rose, the 
band's opinionated, continuously 
detoxing frontman, and the rest of 
the band, who have an almost an-
tagonistic presence onstage. With 
the burden of fame on their shoul-
ders and very little recording to 
back it up, what comes next for 
GunsN'Roses? The answer, appar-
ently, is Use Your Illusion. 
When the dual Use Your Illusion 
albums were released on Sept. 17, 
they had already gone platinum due 
to the huge amount of pre-release 
orders that had been placed by 
record retailers. Guns N' Roses had 
been. playing the tease for more 
I REVIEW 
than ? year with the project·-:- the 
f rrst single from the albums, "Ci vii 
_ War,'' was released as early as the 
summer of I 990. In addition, due to 
co_nflict between the band's .own 
record label, Uzi Suicide Records, 
and their distributor, Geffen 
Records, the albums' release was 
postponed several times. After all 
the suspense and publicity that Use 
Your Illusion generated, the albums 
themselves are somewhat disap-
pointing. 
The high spots on l/Yll are all 
about relationships ending and the 
good old days: "Don't Cry," a 
mellow breaking-up ballad that's 
sure to be quoted in plenty of high 
school yearbooks; "You Ain't the 
First,"aviciousfolkishtuneinthree- . 
four time; '-'Back Off Bitch," which 
has inane lyrics but moves along 
instrumentally; and "November 
Rain," an extended meditation on a 
wounded, but possibly recovering, 
relationship. 
UY/2 continues the trend with 
"Estranged," another tune about 
jaded lovers; an alternate version of 
· "Don't Cry;" and "Yesterdays," 
where the singer lets go of his past. 
Use Your Illusion is divided into 
two albums, each over 70 minutes 
in length, which is good news for 
your CD player. Each album con-
tains many grinding, tri-chordal 
rock and also slower, surprisingly 
introspective tunes, but overall, 
UYil is more abrasive and UY/2 is 
dominated by ballads. The cover 
tunes that G N' R chose to include 
-McCartney's "Live and Let Die" 
and Dylan's "Knockin' on Heaven's 
Door" - are well done, but the , 
emphasis is on original material. 
This supposedly includes a lot of· 
tunes that the band has been play-
ing since day one. 
"Civil War," on UY/2, is an un-
usual song lyrically for Guns N' 
Roses because of its moral righ-
teousness about the horrors of war. 
It reads more like a U2 tune than 
something Axl should be singing 
- but the band pulls it off. ("Civil 
War" is also notable for being the 
swan song of drummer Steven 
Adler, who left the band to detox. 
He is replaced by MattSorurn,origi-
nally of the Cult, who is infinitely 
better.) 
The band's attitude is the first 
thing that hits the listener upon 
buying UY/. Copies of the albums 
purchased in the first week of sales 
contained a pseudo-warning label 
on the jacket, which advised those 
who found the contents obj~tion-
able to "F?!* OFF and buy some-
LONDON CALLING 
JOHN'S OFF TO HIS MUSIC l-E.SSON, AND l'M 
ME~TIN& MY ART CLASS AT THE. VICTORIA AND AL-BE.RT 
LE..T'S M£f.T FOR TEA AT HAR RODS AT ~/:oo ... ~ 
00, ,v &o ... - .. l l 
ITHACA COLLEGE LONDON CENTER 
British and international faculty teach business, communications, humanities, 
mathematics/natural sciences, music, and social sciences. Special fe?tures include 
internships· o.nd excursions. Full Ithaca College credit awarded. 
REMINDER: 
App_lication deadline. for Spring 1992 is 
Friday, October 4, 1991 
I 
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thing from the New Age section." 
These labels have since beeR re-
moved. 
The track "Get in the Ring," on 
UY/2, openly confronts G N' R's 
See 'Guns,' page 15 
Ethnic musical 
instruments from 
Africa, Asia, and 
the Americas. 
MPORT.5 
BdUTIQUE 
Dewitt Mall 
.._ 
277-3780 
. 
-ROSES 
FRESH FLOWERS 
Plantation 
130 Ithaca Commons 
273-7231 
Mon.-Wed. & Sat. 10-5:30 
Th. & Fri. 'til 9 
Sun. 11-4 
. - . 
I 
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OCTOBER 
Sunday 
September 29, 199~ 
Campus Center, 1-5 p.m. 
Featuring -Performances by 
SNAGGLETOOTH 
and 
BROTHER MEAT 
Prizes, Games & 
"Free Boxer Shorts" 
to the first 100 Persons 
ALL FOR FREE! 
Rain Date: Sunday, October 6 
':· ;--' ··,' -._ 
• ;., • t ~ ~ ' •• 
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Payirig the price for quality food, service 
By Jim Fenno. 
Nothing betrays the meticulously 
maintained elegance hidden behind 
Abby's' front door. 
fo fact, everything about the ex-
terior suggests a run-of-the-mill 
restaurant's intention to detract the 
customer's attention from the main 
course. The fresh, warm bread at 
Abby's could have done this and 
succeeded, but the appetizer and 
entrees that followed scored well 
both in taste and appearance. 
Dining 
Review 
Abby's · diner-from the glowing, neon sign 
to the decrepit government office 
adjacent to it 
-- Do not be deceived; Abby's is 
no diner. A cozy, candlelit dining 
room and unusually prompt, com-
plete service make this restaurant a 
soothing, but expensive break from 
the mediocrity of some pseudo-up-
scale dives in Ithaca. 
The waiter fortunately suggested 
starting off with the not-so-tradi-
tional "traditional pizza" as an ap-
petizer. The thin crust, painted with 
a great-tasting red plum/tomato 
sauce, looked a bit like a toasted 
tortilla .. 
The Ithacan rates restaurants from 
1 to 10, with 10 being the highest. 
The main course: 
The first 15 minutes: 
Some people hold restaurants at 
fault for serving warm sliced bread 
and butter, claiming it is the 
Combined with some heavy-
duty mozzarella cheese and black 
olives, this distinct pizza ranks 
above its competitors in the Ithaca 
pizza market. 
Regretfully,Abby'sdoesnotde-
liver. 
With impressive timeliness, the 
entrees arrived. The juicy sirloin 
steak, ordered medium-wen, came 
cooked tender to perfection with-
out any excess fat Soft, browned 
potato chips, thin fries, finn string 
beans and crisp celery an comple-
mented ·the steak with fresh and 
distinctly mild assorted spices. 
The peach chutney boneless 
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Come Worship with us and meet lots of great people! 
SUNDAY, MULLER CHAPEL, 11:30 a.m. 
The Ithaca College AIDS Working Group 
and the Not Ready for Bedtime Players 
present: 
Don•t miss the Not 
Ready for Bedtime 
Players 
I 
T 
Sunday, September 29th 
Emerson Suites, Campus Center 
~t 7 p.in. 
~orking 
~(ifoup 
.. 
. 
FREE ADMISS-ION 
chicken breastalsocamemoist, with 
a sharp, syrupy topping made from 
peaches and onions. 
Fries, chips, beans and celery 
are equally at home with this en-
tree, but keep a glass of water nearby 
to clear yo11r palate between the 
flavorful portions. Each tastes bet-
ter individually. 
Food advertisers take note: 
Abby's' steak and chicken dishes 
boasted brilliant camera-ready ap-
pearances, Yellow and green beans 
dotted with pimentos, and garnishes 
sculpted from parsley and carrots 
enlivened po ten ti ally regular-look-
ing food. 
Dessert: 
Dessert-wise, Abby's needs 
work. The Italian dessert-cheese 
layer cake, topped with Belgian 
Chocolate, tastes like cheesecake 
and pound cake pureed in a blender. 
Of all the choices, only the apple 
crisp showed promise. 
Ben and Jerry's tops off a big 
dinner better than the Abby's des-
sert selection can (and more eco-
nomically). 
The price: 
Expensive. You get quality food 
and good service, but you pay for it 
The above dinner for two, includ-
ing appetizers and dessert, totalled 
about $30 per person. 
Abby's is located at the inter-
section of Third and Hancock 
Streets. For more information, call 
273-1999. 
Friday, Se__ptember 27th 
Ithaca College Pub 
(Ca~us Center Colfee House) 
9:00pm - 11:30pm 
The Per ect Present 
~IN~MAL 
~WR~Cf'B ON5 
Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
108 Dryden Rd .e Collegetown 
273 - 4857 • We Deliver 
Increase Your G.eA. -~ 
(Great Pm.a Average) 
· Dine-in or Carryout For Delivery or Carryout 
~ 
-nut® 
344 Elmira Rd. 
272-8233 
2301 N. Triphammer Rd. 
257~2778 
Clinton West Pim 
609 W. Clinton Street 
277-6777 
==-ST-1165 • We acapl Via and Mast.rwd Al the cl.limy unit only. 
--------------------: $2_~00 off any large pizza or : 
_ ; $}.00 off any medium pizza :-
1 Valid on regular menu price. I 
- I Good on Dine-in/Carryout/Delivery. - ~ 1, Offer Expires 10/6/91 3 D~ 
I Present COI.P()n when ordering. One co~n per order at panicpating P1ZZa - c::tl~ I 
I Hul®Restaurants Not valid in combinallon wnh any olher Pizza HU1®otter. ut I Limned dehvery arna Our dnyers carry no more than $20.00. • 
,,..l. .. ii.:-.-.llllllll-.' ___ ._ -------~--. -
-
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Movie-Listings Sept. 27-0ct. 3 
HOYT'S AT CINEMAPOLIS 
PYRAMID MALL phone 272-1256 
phone 257-2700 Paris Is Burning [NR] --
Daily 7:15, 9:30 
Fisher King [R]---Daily The Miracle [NR]--Daily 
3:50, 6:40, 9:30; Sat. & 9:35 Sun. matinees at 12:50 
Europa Europa [R]-- Daily 
Nightmare on Elm Street: 7:20 
Freddy's Dead [R]-- Daily STATE THEATER 
4:10, 7:15, 9:45; Sat. & phone 273-2781 Sun. matinees at 1 :1 O; Fri. 
& Sat. midnight movie at The Commitments [A]--
11:45 Daily 7, 9:30 
Decelved[R]-- Daily 4, 7, Dead Again [RJ-- Daily 
9:40; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 7:20, 9:30 
1 ; Fri. & Sat. midnight" movie 
at 11 :50 FALL CREEK 
Late For Dinner [PG]-- Daily phone 272-1256 
4:15, 6:50, 9:25; Sat. & Sun . 
matinees at 1 :15; Fri. & Sat. The Doctor [PG-13]-
midnight movie at 1 f :30 Daily 7:15, 9:35 
Doc Hollywood [PG-13]-- Boyz In the Hood [R] --
Daily 4:20, 7:20, 9:30; Sat. & Daily 7:30, 9:45; 
Sun. matinees at 1 :20; Fri. & Thelma and Louise [R]--
Sat. midnight movie at 11 :40 Daily 7, 9:35 
Terminator II [R]--Daily SABWEEKEND 3:45, 6:40, 9:10; Sat. & Sun. 
MOVIES matinees at 12:45 
Necessary Roughness 
phone 274-3383 
[PG-13]-- Daily4:30, 7:10, The Hard Way -- Fri. & Sat. 
9:50; Sat. & Sun. matinees 7, 9:30; Sun. matinee at 2 
at 1 :30; Fri. & Sat. midnight 
movie at 11 :55 Always -- Sun. at 7, 9:30 
Footloose Kicks Off 
Men's -ZODIAC 
R.J. COLT 
NUNN BUSH 
GIORGIO BRUTINI 
JUSTIN 
TIMBERLAND 
Fall Lines of 
Men's-and 
Wom·en's 
Shoes and 
Boots. 
Women's -GUESS 
VIASPIGA 
JOAN& DAVID 
NICKELS 
9WEST 
ZODIAC 
SAM & LIBBY 
MOOTSIES TOOTSIES 
IMPO 
TIMBERLAND 
&MORE 
Bring in this ad or your football ticket 
and we'll give you . 
10% off your purchase 
Enjoy cider & donuts. ·-
Come meet Ithaca College Bombers 
Footballs Best. , 
Chris White & Joe Palladino -co-Captains 
Tod Wilkowskl • Quarterback 
Jeff Deak - Defensive Llnemap 
Thursday 7p.m. - 9p.m. 
'~ on Saturday meet the Captain & team of Ithaca 
High School's Little ll~ Football Team 
ON THE COMMONS 
Open Thurs. & Fri. 'til 9pm 
Desires 'Bornipg'· for 
. . ::, '. 
an accepting soc1~ty 
-By Brad Barton 
"When you •re gay, you monitor 
everything·you do." This philoso-
phy is explained by one of the sub-
jects of Paris ls Burning, a docu-··· 
mentary by film-maker Jennie 
Livingston. 
Livingston examines the gay, 
black and hispanic subculture i~ 
New York City, the members of 
which thrive and find their identi-
ties through "balls" where the drag 
queens of Harlem truly come to 
life. 
Misunderstood and rejected by 
"normal" society, the gay men have 
found solace in transvestitism, com-
petition vogueing, and shocking 
society into awareness of them. The 
men group themselves into "houses" 
ruled over by a "father" and a 
"mother," established legends of 
the drag queen runaways and com-
petitions. These "parents" rule over 
their proteges who have proven 
themselves at the mention of the 
House of "Labeija," "Ninja," or 
"Xtravaganza." This may result in 
awe or ridicule from other drag 
queens, but italways inwires a sense 
ofbelonging for these men/women. 
Competing for awards and pres-
tige, these men and women com-
pletely commit themselves to ball 
Movie 
Review-
Paris Is Burning 
The hhacan rates movies from 1 
to 10, w~h10 being ·1he best. 
world. Many spend their days pre-
paring costumes or perfecting their 
acts for that night's ball. Some 
have taken an even more drastic 
physical step and have received 
breast implants or complete sex 
changes to help them become the 
females they masquerade as. 
And their transfonnation is quite 
convincing. Despitebeingtoldfrom 
the off set of the. film that these 
people are all biologically male, it 
is a challenge for the audience to 
view some of the subjects as anys 
thing except female. In fact, it's 
sometimes startling to discover that 
these people aren't female, such as 
Octavia St Laurent, who has dreams 
of modeling. 
However, the idea of the balls is -
not necessarily to appear as f emi-
nine as possible. Some of the sub-
jects state that they would never 
even think of dressing as a woman. 
The drag culture may begin with 
appealing as feminine as possible, 
but the balls also'hav~ categories 
from "young urban professional" 
to "Poconos vs. Catskills" to "the 
military." The real ·idea is to look 
arid act just like thestraight,real life 
counterpart, and that's where the 
heart of ParislsBurningreallylies. 
Through a perfect balance of 
interview segments and ball seg-
ments, Livingston conveys the fact 
thatforthedragculture,artnotonly 
imitates.life, art is life. To enter 
mainstream society undetected, and 
therefore not prejudged, these 
people .must appear "nonnal" for 
any given situation. If not dressed 
as a woman, how could they attend 
a gathering_ of super-models look-
ing for prospective talent? 
The point Livingston drives 
home is that these men and women 
must fight for their identities 24 
hoursaday. Becauseoftheirsexual 
orientation, society, and often their 
families, are more than eager to 
drive them away while they only 
want to find their niche and live in 
peace. In fact, most of the dreams 
identified are simple, universal 
themes: to exist without a preju-
diced society, or to spend their lives 
See 'Paris,' page 15 
I 
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Parasite ---
continued from page 10 
September. Gennekenalready feels 
comfortable, however, in the role 
of lead guitarist. "It's a Jot of fun. 
· I've been in other bands that have 
been 'more of a job than fun," he 
said. 
"We have a Jotoffun," Krucher 
said, "but we're very serious. We 
• have serious fun." 
·serious fun is what they are 
pJanning on having Friday night, 
Sept. 27, from 9-11:30 p.m. in the 
Pub/Coffeehouse. They are .plan-
ning "a funky light show." among 
other things, according to Krucher. 
Goida will have a wireless micro-
phone, allowing him to roam free 
during the band's performance. 
Goida- said, "It's not just five 
guys on stage; it's going to be a 
show." 
Guns-----
continued from page 11 
foes in the press with a blizzard of 
obscenity, singling out Bob 
Guccione Jr. for special abuse. "Per-
fect Crime," "You Could Be Mine" 
(released in the film Terminator 
/1), "Double Talkin' Jive," and the 
cel~brated "Back Off Bitch" all 
follow the same G N'R attitude of 
negative charisma and a lot of 
swearing. (In fact, in a recent inter -
view,. Axl Rose said that the band 
had a hard time picking singles for 
the albums - almost every song 
they chose had a word or two that 
put it out of the running for air-
play.) If you buy Use Your Illu-
sion, you'll be buying a lot of Guns 
N' Roses image too. 
Also immediately apparent on 
UY/ is the fact that G N'R aren't 
exactly stretching themselves mu-
sically. After having so much time 
to develop the material on the al-
bums, one would expect that G N'R 
would progress_ beyond the juve-
nile, structurally simple fonnula that 
originally made them popular. 
The most that can be said of 
them is that they are a good repre-
sentative of their genre, the regres-
sive rock best characterized by the 
Black Crowes. Their music is not 
aimed at an audience of musicians 
hoping for wicked-fast chord pro-
gressions and odd meters - it's 
meant for being played at loud vol-
ume in cars, bars, and parties. 
If you can get past the attitude 
and the fonnula, Use Your lllusion 
J and II contain some pretty good 
rock'n'roll. 
But don't expect Eddie Van 
Halen or David Gilmour, because 
you'll be getting Slash. 
·Paris-------
continued from page 14 
with the person they love. Venus 
even hopes for the white picket 
fence and a house in the country. 
Livingston is also quick to point 
out that there are more than a few 
parallels between the drag queen 
subculture and normal New York 
activity. Occasionally, the-camera 
is allowed to sit in the middle of a 
flow of bustling business people 
trying to look important on their 
way to lunch. And after watching 
the ball scenes, they all look like 
they're in drag. The balls replicate 
normal New York attitudes and 
unifonns so perfectly, the sidewalk 
scenes become a parody of them-
selves. 
It'seasytounderstandhow Paris 
ls Burning won the Sundance Fes-
tival Grand Jury Prize for Best 
THE ITHACAN 15 
Documentary as wel1 as the L.A. 
Film Critics Award in the same 
category. 
By the time Paris ls Burning 
ends, one isn't sure whether to feel 
proud for them for defying a system 
which will undoubtedly and un-
fairly attack them one day, or to feel 
pity for exactly the same reason. 
APPLY 
YOURSELF 
The Ithacan is looking 
for dedicated writersin 
news, entertainment 
and sports. 
Interested? 
Call 274-3207 I 
.. PHYSICAL 9! THERAPY <Tfiien-PfiU 
INTHE 
• AIR FORCE. 
• Discover a challenging, 
rewarding future that puts 
you in touch with your skills. 
Today's Air Force offers ongoing 
opportunities for professional 
development with great pay and 
benefits, normal working hours, 
complete medical and dental care, 
and 30 days vacation with pay per 
year. Learn how to qualify as an 
Air Force physical therapist. Call 
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
COLLECT 
(315) 455-7060 .-.J 
_:§?_:.. :> 
'1Jietnamese & Chinese Cuisine 
~ree 'Defivery to IC Campus & 'Downtown 
272-3357 
Af ajor creait cards accepted on de£ivery 
OpenlJJai{y 
'De[ivery %ours: 
9v[.'[fz_ 5:00-9:45 
'J'&S 5:00-10:15 
Sun 5:00-9:15 
$10:Minimum 208 9\l'Twga -near tfie Commons 
IT'S BACK AT AN INCREDIBLE PRICE. 
PEPPERONI 
PIZZA FEAS'T 
ONLY $8 99 
LOADED WITH EXTRA-PEPPERONI AND EXTRA CHEESE. 
BUY NOW AND GET ANOTHER FOR JUST $4.00 MORE. 
Call Us!· 
273-0111 
Hours; 
· 4:30 p.m. - 1 :30 a.m. Sun.-Thurs. a 14:30 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat. • Lunch Hours: · Fri., Sat. & sun. 11 a.m. - 4:30 p.m . . • • ® 
: IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA~ 
, ary Just ask Limited,time offer. Not No coupon necess · · · . d 
. vaild with any other offe~l~~~~ ;11c1u~e · 
.. ' ----- "":.-:.:.:.":-,:-'----~-------1 
.· 2 FREE .· ·, $1.00 OFF I 
·' : . -- ANY MEDIUM I qcA-COLA~ oNe TOPPING PIZZA • -
-, WITH ANY MEDIU_M Pf?ZA. ' I .- I 
. I M(!ST BE _REQUESTED WHEN ORDERING I - - I 
._-11 Nofvalfd - ·1· 1·::· ·Expires .. l:mt~~gperon1all · Expires II : With Pepperon, · - 10/2(91 I Feast ··mmt!) 10/2/91 IFeast : ® I _ .. __ _ , I 
•• , C -··-"""'"""llal"lid"""'lf'V"""'O!ft<--!"YC.,,,°"'O!, J ' 
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8pm , 
AC<:i 
The Conrect'o1 Yo, 1/od 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
PERSONALS 
Tom-
You've a cute smile and deeply 
sensual blue eyes. Your suspicion 
may be correct-introduce yourself. 
Joe-
Hi Honey! 
-Amy 
.1<l>Z, 
Thanks for your support with the 
Homeless Sleepout. We love you! 
Love$ SSF, 
Amy & Mickie 
FUNNEL TEAM 
Organizational meeting Friday 9 
p.m. You know the place. 
See ya there! 
Lynn-
It's not puppy Iove--it's ferret-love. 
(I am not a loony! Why should I be 
tarred with the epithet "loony," sim-
ply because I have a pet ferret?) 
W. Gage Teage 
Lola Moe would like to thank ALL 
that helped her to be ALL she could 
be. Kate, Kim, Gretchen, Teif, Jay 
and ALL the photographers. 
Love, Sepp. 
Ian-
You look good servin' that food. 
You sit alone all the time, might I 
serve you? 
???? 
Andrea-
A miracle like Ashley in four years. 
Todd 
RIDE-BOARD 
The Ithacan Ride-Board is 
provided as a service to the 
students of Ithaca College. 
Only students with a current 
Ithaca College ID may 
place ads. Ads must be 
placed ·in person at The 
Ithacan office, Park School 
of Communications, room 
269. The Ithacan strongly 
encourages everyone to 
exercise care and good 
judgement in selecting 
drivers or riders. 
Two way ride needed to Michigan, 
whenever you go. I am a nice per-
son and can live without luggage. I 
won't play with the car radio, also. 
Call Scott Carlson at 256-8259. 
Two-way ride wanted to Cortland 
College Sept. 27 to 29 preferred, 
anytime. Any weekend okay, 
though. Call Karyn at 256-8742. 
Two-way ride wanted to Massa-
chusetts for Oct 4. Can leave after-
. noon of Thursday Oct. 3. Call 
Maureen at 256-0205. 
One-way or two-way ride offered 
to the Boston-Braintree area for 
Wednesday Oct. 16, around 5 p.m. 
Room for 5 or 6 people. Ask about 
ride back to school. Call Sepp at 
256-9463. 
NOTICES 
PORRENT PAINTBALL play America'shot-
test new action sport, where the 
LastChance--Gorgeous,newCoJ- hunted shoot back. Call about col-
lege Circle has a few choice rooms lege specials-can handle groups 
and 3 or 4 bedroom apartments up to SO. Weekend Warrioxs-
available now for 1991-92. Beauti- 1-796-2824. 
SERVICES 
Marty Heresniak ('74), Voice 
Teacher. Technique, Repertory, 
Reading, Presence. 502 University 
Ave, Ithaca, 272-2892. 
Raise $500 •.. $1000 ... $1500 
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING 
For your fraternity, sorority, team 
or other campus organization. Ab-
solutely no investmentrequired! Act 
now the chance to win a Caribbean 
Cruise.and fabulous prizes! Call 1-
800-950-8472,exL 50. 
Responsible studentlookingtohelp 
you with-Baby sitting-House keep-
ing -House sitting Local references 
available. Have own transportation. 
Call 273-5013. 
Real affordable Tarot Card read-
ings for guidance and clarity. Call 
Jeff for an appointment, 277-3343. 
Typing of all Kinds on new Smith~ 
Corona (I typed my own disserta-
tion) 273-8345. 
CLASSIFIED RATES: 
PERSONALS: 
$2.00 for the first 15 words. 
10 cents each additional word. 
BUSINESS 
CLASSIFIEDS: 
$4.00 for the first 15 words. 
10 cents each additional word. 
RIDE-BOARD: 
$2.00 flat rate. Valid Ithaca 
College ID required, must be 
placed in person 
All rates are per insertion. 
BOLD and UNDERLINE 
count as one word extra. 
DEADLINE: 
Monday before 5 p.m. to 
ensure publication on the 
following Thursday. 
DELIVER TO: fully furnished and spacious, col- STUDY ABROAD 1N AUSTRA-lege circle offers plentiful free park- LIA-Information on semester, year, 
ing, free morning shuttle to cam- graduate, summer, and internship The Ithacan 
~ pus,on-sitelaundry_andmore.You programs in Perth, Townsville, PaikSchoolofCommunication, 
... will experience the best of Ithaca Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs nn. 269 
College life at responsively man- startat$3520.Call 1-800-878-3696. 953 Danby Road 
aged College Circle Apartments. ===========...!:I:th:ac:a,:NY==l48=50=====:' 277-1221 .-
Cottages-- September, October, 
November. East Shore weekly. 2/3 
bedroom. Graduation week avail-
able. 257-3946. 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
l~lY54 
. Panorama Campus Currents 
EARN FREE TRAVEL!! With H" hli ht Ith 
fewest sales to Jamaica, Cancun, tg g S aca 
""Bahamaseamextra$$$Sunsplash people, places, College's 
Tours 1-800426-7710· and events in live weekly 
FAST FUNDRAISER $1000 in 1 T. kin . 
week- Greeks, Clubs, ANYONE. .l omp. S magazme 
Noinvestment 1-800-748-6817. County. show 
FREE TRAVEL, CASH AND 
EXCELLENT BusINEss EXPE- Sundays and Thursdays 9:30 pm Wednesdays 9:00 pm 
RIENCE! Openings available for ... ---==========================;;;;;:;~ 
individuals or student organizations 
to promote the countries most suc-
cessful SPRING l3REAK tours. 
Calllnter-campusprograms 1-800-
., 327-6013. 
Cagipus Representative Needed' 
Earn free trip and big commissions -
by selling CANCUN, ME~ICQ. 
For more·infonnation call toll~ 
at 800-755-7996 or in Connecticut · 
i :11 at 203-975-8833. 
Fraternities, sororities, campus or-
ganizations, highly motivated indi-
viduals-Travel FREE plus earn up 
to $3000+ selling SPRING· 
BREAK trips to Cancun * South 
Padre Island * Bahamas/Cruise * 
·.;i• Acapulco: 1-800-258-9191. 
What 
do 
Women 
REALLY 
Want 
in a 
·.Man? ·,· 
What 
do 
-Men 
REALLY 
~ · -:Wan:t 
. · in a 
__ -1-: ,1" ; -W9man? ·'h. . i,4~ 
.Fri dar~ S_e·p.tern~ber 21· 
Corn·e1 Campus Ives 1'20 
Canipu_s Crusade ·f o_r Christ 
8:00 pm · 
THE FAR SIDE 
By 
GARY LARSON 
0 1991 UnlYlrul PrHS Synclicale 
lfm I 
l==#r=i 
"Whoa! Mr. Lewis! We don't know what that thing is 
or where it came from, but after what happened to 
the dog last week, we advise people not to touch it." 
0 ({) 
Carl "Javahead" Jones and his 
chopped espresso maker . 
START SPREADING THE NEWS! 
-Don11a ·ka(ran_ New York 
• . : •.... ' . ; ,, '!: . -·~ , .: . . 
PREMIERES AT--HOLLEY'S. 
-. Frid9y, ·sepj. 27.th; lQAM:-4 P,M .. · 
·>. _·.·. -Spe~1ql ~~~stApp_~dran~-~:Bv.: .. :-·· 
· .· : Kent·-Leger Fa,h,oi:a Marketing ·co;;.ordinator 
.· ',. ···•·· *· .. :·*;~ >*"'·:· .. :,··· 
A FOUR .. StAR SH"C)W'AT 1:00.P.M'; 
to benefit the Special Chik:iren's 'center 
ADMISSION $5.00 
:available at Holley's & the Clothes Horse . 
'DKNY BE A PART OF irni · 
HQLEV'S' 
. C, ·1 •c COMMONS • OPEN 'Til Q P t,1 THURSDAY & FR.DIN 
September 26, 1991 
RESISTANCE 
'WomanBtushing Hait'" OGWIN MIU.ER 1991 
THl~- COMPLETE STUDIO FOR HAIR 
_ 156 THE COMMONS• 272-5532 
/ 
I 
ST 
. -"fui, r ,a.,, 
, - - -X~J,;-
THE ITHACAN 17 
y L_ 
Fashion Forward Fitness 
& Lifestyle Apparel 
E 
Fitness Apparel & Accessories For Men, -Women & Kids 
Open Everyday • 107 S. Cayuga St., Downtown • 273-4327 
Advertise in The Ithacan 
'· 
:... 
<· 
for· information on prices and deadlines. ~' 
contact the advertising department. · 
274-JZOI. Park Communications- room 269 
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~~i!!d-fro-mb-ack-pag-e - "It'sTodd'sfourth Year N_ ext stop:· Alfred Stat. ion" 
at the helm arid it is - _ 
Witkowski took the helm and 
decided he wanted to take his time 
scoring. It took about five seconds 
for Ithaca to put the ball in the 
endzone. 
Witkowski dropped back on the 
first play and threw a 25 -yard strike 
over the middle to a wide open 
receiver Ken Syzmanski, who 
waltzed in to culminate a 21-0 first 
quarter lead. 
Once again the game was in good 
hands early. It was Witkowski who 
was responsible for a major part of 
the success. 
"It's Todd's fourth year at the 
helm and it is evident that he has 
become a more mature, complete 
quarterback with each passing 
snap," Butterfield said. 
"He has a better feel this year 
for where the team is going. He is 
very intelligent and competitive and 
it's no surprise how far he has 
come," Butterfield said. 
evident that he has 
become a more mature, 
complete quarterback 
with each passing 
snap." 
-Head Coach 
Jim Butterfield 
Senior flanker Nick Ismailoff 
was cautious while he said that it 
was nice to keep blowing oppo-
nents ouL "We're still waiting for a 
real test to see how good we really 
can be," Ismailoff said. 
It's obvious that the Bombers 
are pretty good already as they once 
again hold the top spot in the Cham-
pion Upstate New York Division 
III Poll. They garnered all but one 
first place vote. 
There is only one problem with 
outscoring their opponents 62-0 in 
the first half of their first two games: 
By Jon Meterparel 
After stomping two opponents 
on South Hill Field, the Bomber 
football team now has to take their 
show on the road. 
FOOTBALL 
PREVIEW 
When they invade Merrill Field 
on the campus of Alfred University 
Saturday aftemoon,headcoach Jim 
Butterfield and ·company will en-
countertwo things they haven't seen 
in 1991: a raucous enemy crowd 
and a hungry football team. 
The Saxons enter this game sky 
high. The first two weeks of their 
season featured late game excite-
ment and an opening game blow-
out In week one, the Alfred squad 
took the sting out of the Randolph-_ 
. Macon Yellow Jackets, 38-14. 
defense must focus on come Satur- by senior linebacker Curt Cristini 
day. Thusfar,Harrishascompleted' (19 tackles), senior backer Steve 
17 of 34 passes for 294 yards and Walker (12 stops) and junior sack 
one touchdown. specialist Greg Stayer (3 sacks). 
The Saxon quarterback is also Ithacahasgameredwinsinseven 
capableofrushingtheball,asshown of the last eight meetings against 
by his 25 carries for 124 yards and Alfred, with the last Saxon win 
three touchdown totals. Coach coming in 1989. Butterfield is 13-
Moretti likes whathesees. "He's a 2-1 in his career against the Sax-
quarterback who we wanted out of ons, yet for the most part the games 
high school, with a solid arm and have been more than competitive. 
great leadership skills," Moretti H__owever, the last two weeks of 
said. Bomber football have been any-
On the ground, therushing focus thing but competitive. Scores of· 
is centered around senior tailback 45-7 and 38-7 exemplify Ithaca's 
Jon MacSwan. The top. returning superiority. 
rusher from last year's 4-6 unit, he Senior . quarterback Todd 
enters Saturday's game with 188 Wilkowski set the new career 
yards on 39 carries and two touch· touchdown mark. last week. With 
downs. Another running back to two scoring strikes against the 
watch is sophomore Rashaan Jor- Danes, Witkowski now has 21 
dan .. Though not listed as a starter touchdown passes. 
•. The second quarter picked up The starters are only playing one or 
two quarters a game. 
Weektwo'sgameisnotlikelyto 
be forgotten anytime soon by the 
_ for Saturday~ Jordan·is expected to -- JuniorfullbackAriForgosh (147 
see a lot of.·playing time. "He ~as ·· yards)'andrejuvenatedseniorKeith 
good speed ai:id is also ii.dangerous Mo~nich (i24 yards) lead the rush-
receiver anda guy we look to throw, ing a_ttack.-Defensively, Ithaca se-
to," Moretti 'said. . _ - .- · nior co-captain Joe.Palladino and 
..... i 
J.'t' 
., ....... , 
where the first one left off. A Keith 
Molinich touchdown run and afield 
goal by Matt Sullivan resulted in a 
31-0 half time score. 
The second half was again played 
more for the fans' benefit than the 
players as it became a matchup of 
Ithaca backups versus Albany start-
ers. 
· Jeff Adams ran in for a touch-
down up the middle of an Albany 
defense that seemed to be there 
spiritually but certainly not physi-
cally. 
The Danes did add a score late in 
the game, but about the only dam-
age it did was disturbing another 
shutout ·effort by the Bomber de-
fense. 
Wilkowski said, "I'm not wor-
ried about playing time. I take 
enough snaps in practice and I'm 
sure that as the competition im-
proves, so will my playing time." 
On the other hand, the running 
backs are all seeing plenty of ac-
tion. 
Butterfield's army of backs has 
made fans forget about the loss of 
Wittman and presen~ an interest-
ing dilt;mma for Butterfield when 
last year's All-American returns 
next week. 
"Everything is going well with 
the current game plan so I'm not 
goingtogooutofmywaytochange 
a good thing," Butterfield said. 
Save now on Apple's extended service plan 
for your Macintosh~. 
BUY 2 YEARS • Gn 1 YfAR f RH 
Apple, ~nlDsh. and the Aj,ple logo ar~ registore~ tradt'!*'<1 of Apple CorrQAer Inc. CJauic ii• ndemarti 
~oensed ID Aj,plo Con,,utor Inc. Alll)I.C;re 11 a reg,sto,ed selVice marf< of Aj,ple ~- Inc. 
Alfred faithful. . 
Saxon transfer jupior quarter-
back Rod Harris directed a drive 
with 1:43 remaining on the clock 
against his former school, Albany 
State. With 24 seconds remaining, 
Harris connected with sophomore 
wideout Sean Concannon on a 
twenty yard touchdown pass, giv-
ing Alfred a 17-14 victory. 
According to seventh year Saxon 
head coach Jim Moretti, there were 
both offensive and defensive k~ys 
to the comeback. "Rod Harris per-
formed well under pressure in our 
two minute drill, and when we 
needed to, we stopped Albany de-
fensively," Moretti said. 
Harris is a player that the Born ber 
TheBomberdefenseshouldnot junior lineback~r °Tim· Allen (two 
expect Harris to throw much,-but sacks against Albany), lead the 
when he does he'll look to Bomber 11. 
Concannon, senior pre-season Up- Even though the Saxons have 
state N.Y. All-Star tight end Jeff had a week off to prepare for this 
Guy (6'2", 230 pounds), and senior contest, Moretti_ is wary of the 
flanker Mike Bojdak. Bombers. "Playing Ithaca is differ-
On the other side of the ball, the ent than any other week," Moretti 
Alfred defense has yielded 288 said. "We'replayingoneofthetop 
yards a game through two weeks five Division Ill teams in the na-
and is sure to be tested by Ithaca's tion. Year in and year out, we think 
Veer Option offense. "We are sort we do a pretty good job preparing 
of a bend but don't break-type de- for them. I'm ·not overly confident 
fense. I know this week we'll bend or underly confident, but we ·have 
but hopefully we won't break," to play solid football and try to take 
Moretti said. advantage ofour home field advan-
The Saxon defense is anchored tage." 
The Look is Yours. 
LANCOME PARIS 
The Vision is 
Lancome, Paris 
TAPISSERIE 
~ 
D'AUTOMNE 
The Renaissance 
of Autumn 
Colour 
For a look as 
classically beautiful as 
a renaissance portrait. 
Lancomc presents a 
makeup collection that 
is rich in earth tones ... 
colour-crossed with 
plum. taupe. rust and 
blue and interwoven 
With oh-so-subtle 
threads of iridescence. 
~~-
.~ 
~, 
A Lancome Beauty -
Advisor is prepared 
and waiting to 
design for you a 
classically 
contemporary look 
... for_the modern, 
mystic~ effect of 
renaissance 
beauty. 
The collection 
from 
$9.00 to 
$24.0p 
ON A BEAUTY ROLL ... SECRETS ~UPERBES FROM LANCOME, PARIS! 
YOUR GIFT WITH ANY $15.00 LANCOME PURCHASE. 
,,: This sleek b~,ck, _cyltndrl~l-sty~ cosmc\tcs ?.Ip-case ts' showered t~ br1gh 
'.'.·· while dots. Holds everything. Including penclls and brushes. 
;-:> KEE_PS 11/E BEAIJl'Y-~OWNG _W,1'1'11-6 SENS/ll!E.TO SENSATIONAL 
\.,-~; ·: L-\NCf?ME AU. -STARS. _INCLUD~: L"IIL\GE de lANCOME PURSE 
, · MIRROR · TT (E PERFECTTOOL TO KEEP AIL EYES ON YOU! 
TRANS-~RIX Multl-~Uon Hydrating C~me;NET w.r . . 65 oz. The 
~
4
-h~ur moisture trap- for all ski!' types. A~surcs skin a moisture safctv 
?.one ,,gal~st the dchydratl/lg e!Tccts of climatic assaultt tncludtng air • 
cond!Uomng and dry heat. Perfect for alr travel. Contains sunscreens. 
. . EFFET DU SOLEIL Self-Tanning Molstun, Cue With Non-Ionic 
, Mlcrospheres For The F•ce • . 65 FL. OZ. Produces the radiant look of a 
MAQUI-ECLAT Natural Finish T t t F d l lan that develops gradually, naturally. perfectly ... as _you motsturv.c. 
rea men :oun at on, .5 FL. OZ. The new look of radl 1 I h · 
a smooth, saUn-mattc finish. Tests prove that after IO days use, skin's overall ance n a ~tcro- lg tw':i,iht formula that delivers 
emphasizing pon,s and fine lines. You c'.'" sec the effect. not the makeup. appearance Is Vlstbl) Improved. Evens-out skin tone; de-
lMMENCILS Gentle Laib Thickener NET wr 33 OZ CondlU 11 ht k · · 
smudge, flake or clump. . , . . . . ans as t c ens and colours. Gives lashes a full, hvmriou$ look. Won't 
HYDRA-RICHE Hydrating Creme UpColOUl'. NET Wf 15 OZ Crea . rich c d 
sunscreens. Wears evenly. Shines on and on. · · · my • on lllontng formula with exclusive hydrating agents and 
NEW! L"IMAGE DE LANCOMlt ~ Minor. This slim. blac,k. foldable mirror opens-up to reflect your perfect beau Ima e. 
More beautiful reasons to vlsll the Lancome counter today! ty g 
ON TI IE COMMONS 
OPEN ,iL 9 P.M. TI !URS. & FRI. HOLLEY'S ' Offer good only while supplies last. L·\'.\lCO.\I\ E. ,b · ------ -- ---'--'"~ 1-\i{:'I ,, -~ 
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'Green' with envy, Golden Bears fall to Bombers 
By Christa Anoll • 
Kennit may have found it tough 
being green, but for the Bombers on 
Saturday, "Green" was the order of 
the day. 
FIELD HOCKEY 
.Rachael GreenerfedKim Green 
for the field hockey's first and third 
goals in its 5-1 win over Kutztown 
(5-2) during Homecoming week-
end .. 
"It was our most explosive per-
f onnance offensively. We had 
rnoie speed than what Kutztown 
has faced so far," head coach Doris 
Kostrinsky said. 
The Bombers jumped out to a 
2-0 halftime lead with goals from 
Green and Sue Bender. 
The last time IC was ahead 2-0 at 
the half, they fell to Hartwick 3-2 in 
sudden death overtime. This time, 
the Bombers continued their offen-
sive success throughout the second 
half. 
At halftime, Kostrinsky told the 
Bombers, "That's what a winner is: 
you gotta know how to finish them 
off."That'sjust what the Bombers 
did. 
Kutztown' s Shayne Mosley 
scored off a penalty stroke just un-
der two minut.es-into the second 
half to bring the Golden Bears within 
one. Green countered with her sec-
ond goal of the game with 24:53 left 
in regulation. 
"Here is a freshman (Green)who-
I've tried not to put a great deal of-
pressure on her, she ha~ just re-
sponded real well. ·She has excel-
lenteye-handcoordination. She has 
been a real pleasant surprise to be 
able to play at a high level," 
Kostrinsky said. 
Bender scored two more goals 
in the second half to put the game 
out of reach. Five minutes after 
Green's second score, Kim Dodge 
fed Bender for a goal. 
"She's been much more consis-
tent this year. She's a very strong 
playerphysically and her stickwork 
has gotten better. There is no doubt 
she is a main force on the forward 
Join the Health Club 
11lat Offers the Most Serious 
H•lth Environment in Town. 
You get more fitness at l~aca Fitness 
- ii Free Weights 
ii Nautilus ~~Tread Mills if Rowi~ Machines 
ii Life Cr.des ii 1i rbo Bt1<es .rWind Racer 
ii Aero6tes u -aa 5 ii Air ~s 
ii 15·Stain:nasters ~ =n...JSlci Machine ii S_lep Classes 
ii Versa Climber 
~s FITNES 
. \ CENTER/ . · . 
Mon.·Thm. 6:30am-9:30pm "-.__/ Fn. 6:30om-8.30pm 
Sat 9om-5pm Sun..10am-5pm 
I i 9 lhlrd St • 272-8779 
line," Kostrinsky said. 
Bender scored her last goal 
unassisted when she rocketed the 
ball from outside the circle past 
Kutztown's goalie with 16:38 left 
in the game. 
"It'sveryraretoscorethreegoals 
and not have an outstanding game. 
Plus practically every time she 
(Bender) had the ball she was able 
to draw a foul," Kostrinsky said. 
"Bender came close to scoring 
some other goals. She was defi-
nitely on," Kostrinsky said. 
Right after the Bombers' last 
goal, Greener, who had two assists 
from the link, was hit in the head 
with an opponent's stick and was 
removed from the game. Greener 
returned to action during IC's prac-
tice ·on Sunday. 
Despite the Bombers' offensive 
prowess against Kutztown, 
Kostrinsky said she sees the need 
for improvement 
She said,"The forwards have to 
block off the free hits better. We 
have to come back to the ball better. 
I need my defensive players to go to 
the ball a little more aggressively 
and finish the play better. We could 
be cleaner on our plays." 
The Bombers are currently 
ranked eighth in the NCAA Divi-
sion m Field Hockey Rankings re-
leased Wednesday, Sept. 25. Every 
team currently in the Top 10 is on 
the Bombers' schedule. 
I// 1 Quality Hair Cuts 
J ( r r Latest in Colors. 
Penns to fit individual 
9-6: Mon, Fri, Sat 
9-8: Tue, Wed, Thurs 
Appointments or 
Walk-in Welcome 
hair textures L.-
0 
C _,,,,- "' ;TONY'S . ?,, 273-0229 _ Judd Falls Plaza • Suite #5 P L A C E Complete Hair Styling for Men & Women H.m S,1lon • Barber Shop 
~-------·--___ , ________ ., 
I<,;• 
'f.. .. 
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By D1ckon Geddes together again." r--:---------------·· _ _,__· ----------',,,,; __ _,;__....,.._,_ _ __, 
: .... 
=~1:!1Zii£~1t;,- ~r~r=:.~1;~E:i~~ · :~f o~ii.:statts:·.~,t}oµ:tjg11t.~F'(}4t:~¢r .• 
f~i:;~~rg~n!~~ ~a!~~~!J:: Th~~tllesecond team plays the ByDickori Gt:ddes. -· .:;: :< i · .. , . . ·: .. · · ~·: .. :> ~; .: , backofa~durS: ·i~~dto.take;i-fath~lscl~bsand 
the first team. course, the scores are for J ohnstoil • s · , One golfer :who stands-out. is freshman. -J'.Qshua - , · go out ··and· just. hack ·around-,-t'' ·Footer ·said. 4'1 got 
own personal use and are not offi- Footer~ He continued 1'is fine form, car~g· a n~ne . ··interested, and it stil,tieiffronli~~~-t·-.;:,:· ·t:· .. , . : 
GOLF ·cial. · - -· "ov~r, par 81 _at LeMo~ne. Jo~ion _w~i~~solutely' _ Footer's fatherstiµ plays golf;_an_d they regularly Freshman· Jeff ·Herbst will tie delighted "'.tth.FOQter, s r.ound. ·:He "8 tunµ'~g out to·,:·, play-eacl).oter.- 'l. normal,ly win:'.abolit.99%. of the 
This is the first time Johnston addedtothesquadinWexler'splace, . be:thejeweJin.the'crownandcouldbtia·person:v,ho time;,and:tharreally annoys bim.-becailsehe·l~s·to 
has had to drop Wexler,-ana the therefore giving ·oth1fr players a .:I mightbeabletobuildateamaroundinthefut-..ry/•t, -win.'fFooter·said, _. , ~ :~-- _,,, · .. · ,. :~,_, -:-.;; ,. · -. • -_::.· 
coach admits he just can't defend. chance;according'to'Johnston:. 1 1 Joh,is~_n said. . ., ',~- ;_. ;>< · ·-.' • · :" .:· ,r· • Footer.said~l'JeffRosen~g.the~sistant{}I'?at 
-- -his captain after a round of 98. ~The Ithaca' finished· sixth out ·of 'I 1 -~s 1s the-second ume:m a mw that. Footer-has his homedub,m Mary.lanp •. was-a grea_t;_belp to·htm. 
team is based on how well they th'ey teams at Le'Moyne, aftd· ;Johnston. - ·. ~hcu ... the lowest round· for.tbe Bombers, .Fopte(s; - ~~Rosenberg. who .:is;a -~h-~di.cap,-hrurhelped 
· do individually," Johnston said. · · said 'tl!at his sq_uaa\vas hot sta'nding :.sco~ could have ~n_.even 1~':'er ~ he had~o~ed a·, . ~my g~e-~e most~ F~,sai4 r1~any;do:apprecj• . 
·; '"SoafterWexler•s 89 last week' ,'out at these meetings ... : ' ' . ' : .,fe~:~_utts .. : ·.:' ::_!<:·-'' 1 :. ·. ' ... , ·:: · •. _.' •• ) :\-- :·:;-.;-'.''.:-;~a~ h1m:ror:${1!!::Eootet_3:t1d~~~;:ha,vebee!1 
· and his 98 on Monday I ·have to "The players are going through ·- ,,1 couldn, t,pun. for1tof~.-,._iF~.$ll~:1:At -friem:ls•-fQt: about-tw0---:years.-aruLj:hey-._spent:last 
. drop him for the sake ofthe team," · this mental p'eriod 'where they lilce . . :,,{:;ometl last w~kJ couldn :u~uss a putt .from,!n~de; .. summer playing togeth~Ii/:t '!"':: '.!? . ;J: ·1 ;,; ;·.; ·'. ·: .'._-: _· . 
• ,the coach said. _ .- . to be 5omforta~le, .but just sta~ i~ h~ f~t, t~t today I coul~-- t h~le a P~~ from ~nsule _ Footer said h~ would lo~:~ play on the_~ for · 
:·, Johnston satd he IS. senously ,.· thy ll)Jddle -Of the pack and_.don ·t,,- - .., "."· e;,_~ • • - ,-.. 0 , >! ;-. ... ----~-; _ -; ,-, •.. • .f. >tv ~.f~J~h_~!S"~~~-,}.JJl,1$l)~f~i9.lf,: ~pOter ~ ~orried about Wexl~r; "I h~ve no : distinguish 'themselves." he said.' · ' _ .. ,. ,~ :~ter missed atjl~! fo~ ~r · fi,v~ ~:~,_', _ /r~~--~;W',p~d ~yyn na~~~1:if.;Jll~!; ppl~ in.a 
idea what has happen~ to Jl1f!l: He The Bo~~rs_ ~ave g<?t a ~ugh~ _. 1ns1deJive feet. He hOled o~e long ~uu_ all day, and match._ _ _ . : _ • . . . ... - __ - . · - _ _ . 
has got the pote~ttal_to·_shoot u:i.the -~ :weekeno al\ead~ :' ,· ,· ;: ~ :: :- ; · :· ~~-:W~ fr~m 35 f~!.!or 1!!.s <?~I~~~~~;., __ i: _, ...... ,i. _- ~~-~~~iflol_1_~~~~2-~g()~1sJac~}"if1c~aus. 
··--. low 80's even 1f he only had -One · On Thursday· they play SUNY · · ~ter said thec9~ ~,siel'}'~k3/~;>'T-I\~~ : t1!!1~.6'-~~B~!l~ ~J~a\~ll!~~JU·could 
;·arm," Johnston said. -_ -__ · 'BinghamtonwithNazareth,onSat-' i 0 ~e~~les we~e probably tlie liard~st·l ~e'·ever ·. p1ay-l'ls-'Well_ru;hetotiltC'm.~n·le:ertmntywou1dii,tbe 
t-:il 
Johnston is hoping that this is . urday they take_ on, Elmira, -and_. i , pl;ayed. ~~Y _were long, tough ancf very narrow."- '!'~ting my talent her~:~ J~,f.OQ~~.,footer 
the incentive Wexlerneeds. "I have Monday" s·ees IC· at the· SUNY _ ~e ~.?ndipo~~at. ~aJ:.tioy.n,~ ,ere.,~~$0l_u!~Y. ~('!', IS looking _fotward to_ th~;nex! ~trJi:~'IJ&e;_a~-the 
not got a clue as to what is going on Binghamton Invitational. · ~le .. It was ~ery~o!d, the. WU}~~~ l;lo_w~~g ~d: .. -·momentfus=conti(len.¢·1~.s.1£Y-·bigq, ,,, -,~; .:~_:.) · = • • 
: inside his head, but it is nothing to "They have -got some. strong · ,:tt sWf.ed t~ _nun·h~f~y i;9_~dt F~~ ~~4 :i:,'.- ._ :: ••. _ -_ ':I_ ~justoli amU.a.t the _m~en.,.;f J:'.~~ ~d. "I 
do with golf," Johnston said. - -teams there, including Colgate' aild. - · . Foot.(;r started playmg ~olf at the age ~f seven.-Jt am h~glfon.c;QJ.lfiP.enGe,~JJust~t~ait for.the.next 
"Hopefully being dropped will- Rochester,-but I hope theleam ~ _ · was.veryc9!},y.enien~f9rhi_w,bec~us~~y.,liv~d,9nth~_ matcb..'.:{; ·.·-.---:· 'i·; -'~ ,,_-,·~.>- -~ ,;,_,.,.·,- .-.--. ,_ ~-
,be the incentive he needs to get it perfonn well," Johristori said. · · 
·_smashing success: Bom~er~, 
trounce-Albany·-and Roch.ester-
By Lauren Semmel 
If the Ithaca College wqmen 's 
tennis team had a team motto, it 
would be the popular cheer, ."Yes, 
yes, yes we do, we've got spirit, 
how about you?" 
TENNIS 
The Bombers are continuing 
their improvement as they defeated 
both Rochester and Albany this 
weekend. 
At mid-season, theS-1 Bombers 
have shown that they are a strong 
team and willing to accept any chal-
lenge that comes their way ,accord-
ing to head coach Paul Kommel. · 
This weekend's victories 
brought both smiles and great con-
fidence to the faces of the Bombers. 
They had a good reason to be proud 
of themselves. Kommel said that 
they were defeated easily by both 
of these teams in earlier years and 
have now come back to return the 
favor. 
According to senior captain 
VickiPaul. the main thingthatkeeps 
the players going is their strong 
sense of togetherness. spirit. and 
unity. She said that she has a posi-
tive attitude about the rest of the 
season. "We have great team unity; 
much more than previoµs years. 
We also have a better team level 
wise." They are always there to 
cheer on and support each other and 
teamwork is the key to their great 
success, Paul said 
"The whole team is getting men-
tally tough. When they face adver-
sity, it is a strong challenge for them 
and they strive to meet it," Komm el 
said. _ 
Last Saturday, Ithaca stomped 
on Albany, defeating them 8-1. 
Every match· except for one was 
won in straight sets. Julie Yanko, 
the first seed, -was defeated: in a 
tough match. "Julie was not play-
ing well and was up against a strong 
opponent. She can beat ·anyone in 
thestateifshe•sontopofhergame," 
Kommel said. "It's helpful for her 
to lose sometimes if she can use 
those losses to help her." 
Earlier in the weekend the Bomb-
ers took on Rochester and defeated 
them 6-3. This match was a great 
challenge, not only because of the 
strong opponent, but because of the 
atmosphere. The match.was played 
on indoor courts with a volleyball 
game going on in the same gym. 
This was a difficult task because of 
all of the cheering and noise from 
the volleyball game. 
Thisisaperfectexampleofhow, 
"when they're down. they get tough, 
not fmstrated," Kammel said. 
Sophomore Kenja Ackerman, 
the third seed. lost her first set of the 
season. She lost the first set, but 
was able to come back and win-the 
. match. 'J1ie fifth seed, sophomore · 
Yael Levy. was also in the same 
circumstance. She lost the first set 
6-3, and then came back to win the 
next t~o ~ts, 6-4. ~d 6-0. 
At the mid:poim of the season, 
Kommel said heis very happy. with 
the way the season is taking its 
c:ourse. "I am very pleased with 
how well everyone is playing, hqw 
mentally tough w~ are, and that our . · 
teamspiritissohighandthatevery- : 
one is working so well together." 
He believes that the state champi-
onships are within the team's grasp. 
"This is· definitely· the best ·1eam 
we've had in eight or nine years," 
Kommelsaid. "Wehavegoodplay-
ers, but the key is our great sense of 
team." 
Although the team has not set 
any team goals, some of the players 
have some personal goals. Fresh-
man Cheryl Dunkiel, who plays 
number two singles and number 
one doubles said, "I plan to do well 
at William Smiih and stay 
undefeated." She also said that she 
and her doubles partner Y ankohave 
a good chance to win states. 
Overall, the team has a strong, 
confident attitude about the remain-
der of the season. Sophomore 
doubles player, Lisa Bronnit said, 
"We are solid and playing strong. 
Our team unity contributes to why 
we are doing so well." 
- "Julie (Yanko] was having 
trouble and not playing that well, 
but because everyone was out there 
cheering and supporting her. she 
started to'come back and play bet-
ter," Bronitt said. 
OnSaturday,SepL28,theBomb-
ers will go to the Empire Athletic 
. As~iati~n Championships. We 
have'a good chance of taking it all," 
. Kommel said · 
-iTHACA COLLEG~ :-
YOGA-RELAXATION C~UB 
Learn posture~ ~nd t~ch_nlques that will relaiy~ur body, 
tocLJs your ir11nd; and awaken your sp,ntl 
. EVERYONE IS WELCOME!! 
Tuesdays at .12:10 p.'m. in the Muller Chapel 
(starting September 24) 
the Interfaith Council and I.C. Yo a!Relaxation Club g 
Waterproof Weatherbucks 
:; 
1---_,;,·--..;....,.,.. Wc;lterPr6~f Ultralights 
1: ... :,}· ... - ..... · .-
_-/~ ._ ... : ' .. u ' 
· .. -_. ~ · .. ~ jQu_cq,(19~~ C!II any outd~r pursu~ in·-·· 
_ ~~~r,~ Our ultralight co~lection 
.,·" - f~ty~ g~puirie..,~a:na_~V(ll moccasin construction' 
,, -:·': and our:exdu .. ve &>re-lex Leather™ fabric lining~ 
': z -And .a.;;...,re crafted-fro - - · 'lly d 1 · peel · 
_ ., ,.., • . •• ,, •. 
11
":"1 . . . _ , _ . i:n spec1a eve o : 
~- ·-, Ti111berlan~ leather$. that will endure years of rain 
' : ·, and' slush; yef won't stain or lose. iheir suppl~ feel. 
Fontana's· carries 75 styles of 
Timberland shoes and boots 
for men and wom~. 
We Pay Your 
Parking in t_he 
Dryden Road 
Parking· Ramp· 
On Eddy Street in Collegetown ... Since before you were born. 
J 
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Double Delight: Men, women take firsts at Oswego 
By Rorie Pi~kma~ · . place with 123 points and Houghton finished 13 school meet. Senior captain Jason Trumble said. He added that he was pleased with the 
THE ITHACAN 21 ec~ 
After wttnessmg therr f:llow women's up the top five schools with 146 points. was the first Bomber finisher as he came in weather conditions the team had to run in. 
crosscoun~~firstplacewmattheWagner Delsignore took first place in a time of third place in 26:03. He was followed by Ware believes that this will be a very 
College Ir:o~~ last Satur~y, the men's 18:28. Mary Halloran was the nex.t Bomber, teammates Jeff Dickens, who placed fourth competitive meet as the Ithaca men will be 
team deci to JOm 1!1em this weekend as finishing fifth in 19:42. She was followed by in 26:04, and Adam Eigenrauch, who came running against the number one ranked team 
bo~ ~~laced firSl 10 the SUNY Oswego Pa~a Carlin, who came in seventh in 19:49. in fifth place in 26:04.3. J uniorKeith Volmar in the nation, University of Rochester. 
Invitation · ?umorMaryCasbarrofmishedinninthplace came in ninth place in 26:28 and Hans RIT and Haverford College, who rank 
m 19:59 and Gloria Hill took 11th place in Havenkamp took 16th place in 26:54. fifth and tenth in the nation respectivley, CROSS COUNTRY 20:05. "Jason's time was very good for this willalsobecompeting. "Thiswillbeagreat 
Senior captain Theresa Tomazic and course," Ware said. The coach thought there meet with nationalcompetition,"W are said. 
sophomore Elizabeth Pyle finished up the top was one particular mile of the course which The women will also be tested as they run 
twenty finishers for the Bombers. Tomazic would cause runners to go slower than usual. against Cortland, ranked second in the na-
For the women, this meet was not just a 
victory· but also junior captain Ann 
OelSignore's third consecutive win. She has 
placed fJrSt in all three of the meets the team 
has competed in this season as well as setting 
course records in all three races. 
took 16th place in 20:15 and Pyle came in two The Bombers placed first in the meet with tion, and the University of Rochester ,ranked 
seconds later to get 18th place. 36 points. They were followed by SUNY fifth in New York State. 
There were9I runners in this race, which .Binghamton in second place with60points. "We will see how we stack up with the 
10teamspanicipatedin. TheBomberwomen Geneseofinishedinthirdplacewith72points nationally ranked teams this weekend but -
were ranked ninth in the country going into while Oswego took founh with 139 points· it'shardtotellsofar,"hesaid. Waredoesn't 
this race. Head coach Bill Ware is hoping that and Roberts Wesleyan came in fifth with 142 expect to know this yet, since it is still early 
this victory will pull them up in the rankings. points. in the season. but he is hoping to have all the 
The Bombers placed first in the meet with 
32 poinlS. Th~y were followed by Oswego 
who had65pointsand Geneseo, which placed 
third with 92. SUNY Binghamton took fourth In the men's race, Ithaca placed first in a "The team did an excellent job," Ware answers by the time nationals come around. 
Bombers successful in 
St~ Lawrence sleepover 
By Michael J. Kahan 
and F.dward D. Ecker 
The Ithaca volleyball team remained con-
sistent in the Empire Athletic Association 
dual match play during a successful weekend 
at StLawrence University this past Friday 
and Saturday. 
In the second game played Friday, Ithaca 
had no trouble getting past the host. St 
Lawrence.sweeping the Saints 15-9,15-7,15-
6. 
Kryz had nine kills while junior Laurie 
Roberts contributed five serving aces in the 
triumph. 
VOLLEYBALL IC came out roaring once again Saturday, 
trouncing Clarkson as Swyers and Roberts 
Ithaca not only had to face the host Saints, once again led the Bomber attack. 
but coach Shelia Deam's squad had to battle· Swyers posted 12killsandRobertsadded 
Alfred and Clarkson. 4 aces as Ithaca did away with the Golden 
The Bombers opened the weekend with a Knights 15-2,15-6,15-6. 
victory over Alfred, 15-7,15-2,12-15,15-10. IC could not come through with a week-
Freshmen Tracy Swyers and Melissa Kryz end sweep however, as the Bombers dropped 
led the way for IC, with 13 and 12 their final contest to Rochester Institute of 
kilJs,respectively, while sophomore Sarah Technology by scores of 15-8,7-15,15-6, 
Meyer added 11 spikes in the Bomber win. 15-6. 
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~ REPRESENTATIVES t1 
~ j 
I Studenk~~~;~;~titi!~ciation j 
1 in the following areas: I 
I ;;_-.:;.;;_-.;;_-.:;_-.;;_-_-.;;.;;_-.:;_-_-_-.:;_-.;;_-_-_-,"'\ 1 i 1 
1 
\ 
! 
i 
I 
I l .. 
j 
I l · 
I 
\ 
I 
i 
~'-\I. 
EASTMAN HALL 
NEWHALL 
TERRACE I 
TERRACE2 
TERRACE4 
TERRACE7 
TERRACES 
TERRACE9 
TERRACEll 
TERRACE12 
GARDEN APT. 25 
GARDEN APT. 26 
GARDEN APT. 27 
Applications Are Available In 
The Student Activities Center 
3rd Floor Of The Campus Center 
or call 274-3377 
Don't Just Dream About Change 
Be A Part Of It! ·--
Bombers tackle turf, Alfred; 
battle to scoreless OT tie 
By Aaron Williams 
The Ithaca men's soccer team ventured 
away from the friendly confines of Upper 
Terrace Field for the first time in 1991 for a 
match against Empire Athletic Association 
rival Alfred on Saturday, Sept 21. 
than the Saxons on paper, outshooting the 
hosts 9-3. 
"We had better chances to score, but they 
had chances as well," Byrne said. 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Senior goaltender Zac Shaw had two 
saves to record his fourth shutout of the 
season. His goals against average on the 
year is now an impressive 0.29 per game. 
A tough game was expected, because the 
team had to play on an artificial surface for 
the first-time this year. In addition, Byrne and 
company had to face Saxon coach Ken 
Hassler, a former Ithaca graduate assistant. 
Indeed, defense prevailed as both teams could 
only muster a scoreless tie in double over-
time. 
As for playing on Alfred's artificial turf, 
B yme said "It took 20 minutes or so [for the 
players to get used to it], but they [the 
players] did a decent job." 
The Bombers will be tested this weekend 
when they travel up north to face two tough 
league opponents, Clarkson and St. 
Lawrence, Friday and Saturday. 
"We played pretty well," Bomber head 
coach Andy Byrne said, "Better than against 
Oswego [on Tuesday]". Ithaca did far better 
"They are two good opponents, and they 
arealwaystough,"Byrnesaid. Clarksonhas 
a record of 4-1-1, while St Lawrence has 
posted a 2-3-1 mark this season. 
I Al)MISSIONS I 
FORGET ABOUT 
. CRAMPED DORMS AND 
OVERCROWDED 
CouRsEs. TH1s Is THE 
NEXT RooM You HAVE 
To Saueeze INTO. 
If your goal is grad school, we can help you 
find the most important space of all - a place on the 
roster of accepted. students. Come to our open 
house and learn -how Ronkin can ~ve you the skills, 
practice and support you need to clear a space for 
yourself at the scnool of your choice. Call us for 
seminar times and dates. 
And plan on coming early. It may be crowded . 
. 
IONKIN 
·£0UCUIONll GROUP 
We'll make sure you make it. 
Ithaca 277-0700 GMAT * GRE* LSAT 
, 
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Big Red chewed in doubleheader 
By Scott L. Matson 
Two division I invaded Free-
man Field this weekend and the 
Bombers walked away with a 2-1 
advantage. Saturday was the low 
spotoftheweekendasithacatloun-
dered in the late innings, losing to 
LeMoyne, 9-5. Head coach George 
Valesente received another quality 
outing from his starting pitcher jun-
ior Mike Santora. Santora threw six 
innings allowing only four hits and 
surrendered just two runs. 
BASEBALL 
"I was impressed with Santora' s 
consistency." Valesente said. 
Santora was in control, he struck 
out four and walked only one bat-
ter. 
"I planned on using him 
[Santora] less, but he was pitching 
well, so we left him in," Valesente 
added. 
The biggest problem in the two 
losses seems to be letting up one big 
... · inning. If the Bombers could have 
skipped the eighth inning against 
the Dolphins, they would have won 
the game 5-3. The bats didn't quite 
heat up against LeMoyne starter, 
sophomore Jon Ratliff. 
"Ratliff could be the best col-
lege pitcher we'll see this year," 
Valesente praised. 
The effon from the Bombers' 
relievers wasn't up to Valesente's 
expectations. Neither Chris Dedrick 
or Mike Saccomanno had their best 
stuff when it was needed. The two 
combined to allow seven hits and 
s_even runs in only two innings. 
"Dedrick hasn't thrown the way 
he is capable. He has a good strong 
ann," Valesente said of his fresh-
man pitcher ... Saccomanno didn't 
Ithaca freshman outfielder Dave Mahoney slides Into second base ahead of the tag of a Cornell Infielder. 
throw well for the second timeout," 
Valesente said. "We made mental 
mistakes and the pitchers were not 
adjusting." 
Sunday was a different story for 
the Bombers, as cross-town rival 
Cornell made an appearance for a 
doubleheader. The pitching staff. 
didn't give up the dreaded big in-
ning and were able to sweep the two 
game series, 7-4 and 18-16. Senior 
Rob Coleman set the tone for the 
first game by smashing a two-run 
homerun in the first inning. 
Bombers starting pitcher Jeff 
Rosengard threw an average five 
innings. "Rosengard didn't throw 
as well as he is-capable. He hasn't 
approached last year's form at all," 
Valesente said. 
Ithaca padded their lead in the 
sixth inning thanks to Coleman 
again. Coleman took a pitch the 
opposite way for his second two-
run homer of the game. The rest of 
the team chipped in as five other 
Bombers had hits. 
«Coleman is swinging the bat 
well, along with the younger guys, 
Jeff Frey and Brian Lalonde," 
V alesente said. 
Thesecondgameturnedoutto 
be a slug-fest, or just a combination 
of tired pitchers. The Big Red 
jumped all over Kevin Farrell and 
led 5-0 when he was taken from the 
game. Enter John Moors, and he 
struggled over 2 1/3 innings giving 
up just four hits, but six runs and 
four walks. 
"Farrell didn't throw as well as 
he should have," Valesente 
said,"l'm going to stop experiment-
ing and let pitchers go as long as 
they can." 
The Bombers got on the 
scoreboardinthefourthinning,plat-
ing three runs with just one hit 
Then the flood gates opened and 
the runs poured across home plate. 
The Ithaca offense pounded 15, yes 
15, runs in three inning-s. 
Ithacan I Greg Hollmann 
"We swung-the bat well, but I 
don't know if it was Cornell's ex-
perimenting with pitchers. And I 
liked the comeback." VaJesente 
said. 
The game ended on a peculiar 
note, as the.last remaining Cornell 
pitcher took a-.Jine drive of the el-
bow. According to Valesente, 
Cornell wanted him to pitch -just 
one inning, after the injury the Big 
Red was left without-a pitcher, so 
the two coaches decided to end there 
with the score, 18-16. 
The Bombers go on the road for 
the first time this season. The team 
travels to play re-matches against 
LeMoyne and Mansfield. 
First 'Fun Run' brings winners of all ages 
By Edward Ecker withawinningtimeofl8:48.Duffy, well as I can." 
While most of Ithaca College a former cross country runner for Among the winners was Jim 
waspreparingforHomecomingon the Bombers, used the help of MacNeil. The48yearoldMacNeil 
Saturday morning, there were 89 friends like IC basketball team clinched first in the 47-54 year age 
runners from the Ithaca community members Archie McEachem and group with a time of 21.53. "After 
stretching out on the South Hill John Stapleton to help het pace for a race like this I'm proud," MacNeil 
Track. The day was brisk, yet sunny the race. · said. 
and pleasant Following the three-mile road Another highlight was the per-
Assorted students, faculty and race, awards and prizes were pre- formance of faculty member Jim 
staff were preparing for the first sented to winners in a variety of Cremer. Running in the 31-38 age 
annual IC 5-K run, from whicb all categories ranging from age group group category, Cremer was one of 
proceeds were donated to The to panicipating team effons. two contestants that completed the 
American Cancer Society of According to IC crew member race iri under 17 minutes. 
Tompkins County. David Gellar, crew coach Dan Cremer proved to be faster than 
The race itself began and fin- ~obinson gave the·members of his most students entered in the race,~ 
ished on the track with the course squad the option of a real team his time of 16.31 was over 30 sec-
extending around the perimeter of practice or .entering the 5-~ run. •• onds faster than that of the third 
the campus. Runners· took their Co~ch wan~edio get µteIC crew place finisher and good enough to 
marks at 9 a.m. ·team's name_ ·out," Gellar said. place him second overall and first 
Some 15 minutes and 51 sec- Gellar and four other; crew team in his age group. 
ondslater,JohnReichjoltedthrough members pla~ first in~_the male The IC ~esidence Hall Asso-
the finish line to capture first place student teairi -·category; The IC ciation and IC Recreational Sports 
overall. Rejch, a Cornell senior, is women's qe~ team also wrapped Deparimeri'tco-sponsored the event 
:'.. ni?~·.m training fot.the 1-fatri:sburg up a first place award. : ,_. t :Af~rdingto~:fIApi:esidentRandy 
Marathon wliich will be 1teld later Not evecyqne was out to gain llie, ·Zagorin ~ race w~:held in prepa-
. this·fall. -~·-'~_,_: · :• · - gloryofthe_gold,however.Amoiig ration for.next year, when RHA 
.:· ~·~-With ju§{ a bi:( m.6re ~-a.third . thecompetitcis'wasICProvostTom ilJiu,ls,toholdthiS~'lenton Founders 
'.:::9ftlieraces® ittf~tofltAiutnni Longfu.. . ',~:{, · Day.': ;~ ~ ·· ,,_ ,. 
~: ·-~Mmy;Beth·· puff/arid second year : -. Ac~~ding_~_ Longin, the chief . . ."AJ~ in.all, t}1€?. 5;-J run proved to 
J~ornell. vetemazy student Ellen .. ~ade_m1coffi~r.-pfthecollege,run- ·~~~.bely :-SI\C~sful. Our goal 
·: . ·Tighe;·the race was tight until the . nitig._is s<:>metl;?ifig he does for fun. ...now is· to make each succeeding 
. , _ . . · very end.· .. · ·. , ··. . ~enask;ed~_bQtl}hisperfomiance year more and more prosperous," 
1thaca;o. (3reg Hollrpann. . · Only one second separated the . in the race arid-~ well he felt he 2.agorin said. 
Runners strive for the finish furlng the Ithaca Col(,ile5-K,rui:i" _ .. _.,.,~ ·1,,);wi; '\\rilli:n&:ff .-"ea-i,ipt· · li1 T'gh did Longin sm& .. I did abo t as 
Bombers 10S@\G,;~~c(itit'fi.digalne", · 1-0 
By Pam Rollinson ,-~ ~- ., .:, _. -U!fge~ m,qr~---~ tha».~.p. thi ~q_~b- . _}ig~ent ~f he_r le~t knee.. :~ · f, Beth's injury and Geneseo was able • Far,mer said 
The Ithaca College, womeg's~· ~· ;pretro'I}. ~ gai;nes--:.ag~nst -~- ~--~.~~~9$sreD,o,~tor.~f- to score jqst.·30.se6oh'cts:~n-~~ ~e~f:. 5;ICwillf~cenumberone-ranked 
soccer team faced ~eir toug_l)est . .Alf17ftan~~~n~~aer,fHea~~pach :.:_sP.?p.s~~~e~perf~,~~qam, halt"Fa#e~-~d. :} i · ~;: W'.'illiamSmiththisThursdayint!teir 
opponent so far this,~k150~ .. a9~ _· Patnck Farmer said,. 'The1! goal- on Monday. b~t_r~fttsed to com-: -·Farmer_.sai~tnat:-Oeneseo-has a thitdhomegameoftheseason. The 
came out on the losing·end·ofthe. -keepeq>.~yedverywe1Iaiall!St-01;U: · 91ent,,~~ w~~s 1~J~; .. : . : ,.- s_mall fiel4_wh1ch they were able to Herons are 8-0 in 1991. According 
field. · - · . . , ·' ' , · · · off e~_~t;; :-- .i _;' l : i ;. : ·, .A~~9rd1~~ t.p F:~~r;~ ~~;will • _us~ to ... ~e.U' advantage. ''Th~Y'.!e ~ . to ~armer-, -the · gruye will be an 
.- . . : . : . ~!!i'P,(~~t--~~ _sut:fere<! an n?t be p~ym_g f~~ ~~me tim~: Se- · very.:'1\WEl~~o~~\he fie~u.;· h,e. impoitant.~nesin:c:et!Jewinnerwill 
WOMEN'S SOCCE~ mJui:t:-t9:.~~~riV(~{Uc1atehga- mor- ,~~~ llowl~.d~·ftlled m for sai<t.~;<-~:sf:,if:+.>:t_·:·} ... ;~ . · -~e.~e·l~inthe~mpireA~letic 
mentQ~-¥ leftlcn'ee m1he first half Grecof~~~~m~n;q~rof the game. ~e_. J~e JWS ,.'3,,fau1y even .- . Association corifetence standings. 
that fo~ her out of the game. Aft~ _a _scoreless rust half and match·;1?~w~n the two te~ms, · : ·:Fanner said, .. It'll be our biggest The Bombers traveled to SUNY 
Geneseo to take on the Knights and 
were defeated 1-0. . . 
· Most of Ithaca's.shots were on 
Gr~o.said that the prelimi~ Gr~o s mJury~ the_ Bombers were ~armed~d. b~t IC wasn't able to game of the year, especially after 
exammau_on. ~vealeq _a possible . <J,Uit~ ~o~n g~~g_ 1~to ~e second nsetotheoccasJon~dplayontop. - coming off of our first loss of the 
partial tear of the antenor cruciate half. 'The- gttl s mmds ·were ·_on ·"It.wasn•toeeofoutbettergaµies,". · season." . : ,. 
se·jiteinber 26, 1991 
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Ithacan Sports BY THE NUMBERS 
BOMBER SCOREBOARD 
,B>otbaU (1-0. 1-0 EAAl 
Sept. 21 
Ithaca 38, SUNY Albany 7 
Men's Soccer ca-o-a, 0-0 .. 1 
EA& 
Sept. 21 
Ithaca 0, Alfred 0 
women's soccer 
,ra-1-1. 2-0 EAA) 
Sept. 20 
SUNY Geneseo 1, Ithaca o 
fleld Hockey (S-l·ll 
Sept. 21 . 
Ithaca S, Kutztown 1 
Sept. 25 
Ithaca 3,Comell O 
women's rennts (6:11 
Sept. 20 
Ithaca 6, Rochester 3 
Sept. 21 
Ithaca 8, SUNY Albany 1 
Sept. 24 
Binghamton 6, Ithaca 3 
Golf ll·2l 
Sept. 23 -
6th of 11 teams at LeMoyne Invitational 
N.V. ·STATE-DIV~ Ill 
SOCCER POLL 
Pos. School Pts. 
1. RIT 48 
2. ITHACA 46 
3. Rochester 37 
4 Alfred 34 
5. Elmira 31 
6. Cortland 27 
7. Plattsburgh 18 
8. Clarkson 16 
9. Union 11 
10 Hobart 7 
' \ 
Yolleyball {13-4, 4-1 EAA} 
Sept. 20 
Ithaca def. Alfred 15-7 15-2 12-15 
15-10 ' ' ' 
Ithaca def. St. Lawrence 15-9 15" 
15-7 ' ""• 
Sept. 21 
Ithaca def. Clark.son 15.2 15-6 15-6 
RITclet. Ithaca 15-8, 7-15 15_6_15_6 Sept. 25 ' ' 
Ithaca def. SUNY Geneseo 12-15 15-
4, 15-6, 15-9 ' 
Men's Cross Country 
Sept. 21 
1st at SUNY Oswego 
Women's Cross Country 
Sept. 21 · 
1st at SUNY Oswego 
Baseball 
Sept. 21 
LeMoyne 9, Ithaca 5 
Sept. 22 
Ithaca 7, Cornell 4 
lthaca.18,Comell 16 
JV Football 
Sept. 20 
Ithaca 17, Cornell Freshmen 9 
IC GRID FOES: 
THIS WE-EK 
· AND-LAST 
Ibis week's games 
Albany at Union 
Buffalo at Westminster 
Buffalo State at Cortland 
Hobart at St. Lawrence 
Last week"s scores 
St. Lawrence 39, Canisius 6 
Montclair State 7, Buffalo 3 
Buffalo State 23, Geneva 6 
Cortland 31, Mansfield 17 
ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK 
Co~rtesy of Sports Information 
Cross Country runner Ann · 
DelSlgnore Is the Athlete of the 
Week. The Junior from Auburn, 
NY has won three consecutive 
races, the latest being a course 
record at the SUNY Oswego 
Invitational on Saturday. She 
also_set a course record at the 
Wagn~r Invitational last week, 
shattering the previous mark by 
12.3 seconds. 
CHAMPI.ON UP-
STATE GRID POLL 
Pos. School (1st place votes) Pts. 
1. ITHACA (13) 69 
2. Cortland State (1) 53 
3. Union 42 
4. Buffalo State 27 
5. Alfred 11 
Comoiled bv Scott D. Matthews 
THE WEEK AHEAD 
Sept. 26· Oct. 3 Women's Soccer at RIT 
2p.m. 
Thursday, Sept 26 
Women's Tennis - ICAC's at William 
Golf vs. SUNY Binghamton and Nazareth Smith 
1 p.m. TBA 
Women's Soccer vs. William Smith Sunday Sept 29 
4p.m. 
Baseball at Mansfield 
Friday Sept 27 1 :30 p.m. 
JV Football vs. SUNY Cortland JV Women's Tennis - ICAC's at William 
3pm. Smith 
TBA 
Men's Soccer at Clarkson 
4 p.m. Monday, Sept 30 
Saturday Sept 28 Goff at SUNY Binghamton Invitational 
9a.m. 
Men's Soccer at St. Lawrence 
11 a.m. Tuesday Oct l 
Cross Country at SUNY Cortland 
Invitational 
11:30 a.m. 
Field Hockey at Messiah 
Volleyball at Rochester 
7p.m. 
Wednesday Oct 2 
1 p.m. Field Hockey vs. SUNY Cortland 
4p.m. 
Golf vs. Elmira 
1 p.m. Women's Tennis at SUNY Cortland 
4p.m. 
Varsity Football at Alfred 
1:30 p.m. Thursday Oct 3 
Baseball at LeMoyne Golf - ECAC Regionals at Colgate 
1 p.m. TBA 
FOOTBALLBOXSCORE 
SUNY Albany o o o 7 - 7 Ithaca Passing 
Ithaca 21 10 7 o -38 Wilkowski 6-18-125: 2 TD, 1 INT 
Ithaca Rushing 
Forgosh 9-75, Fitzgerald 7-62, 
Murtha 8-53, Molinich 9-52, 
Wilkowski 9-49, Konick 4-31, 
Medina 3-22, Smith 3-18, Adams 3-13, 
Englebrecht 4-12 
Fitzgerald 0-1-0-0-0 
Ithaca Recejvjng 
lsmailoff 2-29, Adams 1-56, Syzmanski 
1-26, Medina 1-9, Cahill 1-5 
J. Gould1s wishes to· Congratulate A. :n:n.. i>eI~i.g:ri.ore, The Athlete of The Week:· 
J. Gould ·s 
Perfect Screen Printers 
. '· 
Printing 
and 
. . 
Imprinting 
_on any 
Surface 
·.T-Shirts 
• Sportswear 
eHats 
.clothing 
J. Gould ·s 
Perfect Screen Printers 
23 Cinema Drive, Ithaca 0~1;~~,~pt~~~e~~d Visit Ithaca's newest 
silk screen printer in 
·our brand new shop 
at ..... 
257 2204 other Gould's locations: - 400 College Ave. 111 N. Aurora St. 
...... 
..,_J 
-
Tu~~ off Triphammer Road by The Sheraton Hotel on Cinema.Driveand continue t<> the Small Mall. We're in the Bishops Building. ~: 
L_ __ _:__ _________ -:-----:----------------J 
,J~. 
J.:· . 
.._. 
---
_, 
I 
------------------, .,·..---------:-----,.------, 
Alrfc>'i·n up:·Gre_~o)ikely to .mijss · .... Captain· finds the rough: Golfer ... 
Wexler demoted to second team 
•.. page 20 
·- season with ~rious· k_neJ;t .injury 
- . ---~P~~.2-~ 
1 ' . ~ • 
·. Vn&r .. ·111e·· ~ug: ·Corne1'1 ~wept-·a-r·-
:; _Freeman ·Field · 
.... page 22 
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More powerful than a locomotive ... 
. ·. . . - . ' . ' .. _·-<: -· _-- ._.__ ---< ·. -· ._:_:'t< . lthacan/Greg"'H~llmilnn 
Danes leashed at 
Homecoming, 38-7 
Junior 1ullback Ari Forgosh plows through an Albany defender during-the-Bombers' 38-7 Homecoming b!owo1,1t of1he.Great Dane~_-)=orgosh·flnlshed wlth-75 yards_rushlng_. 
The g~eitself didn't start out _ lenge as '!efensiv.e taclde-:-Duane Minut,eslater,theBomberswere 
looking :like it would end in a Titus and linel?acker Ti,rri ·Allen (8 on the move again behind flillback 
BomberblowoutasAlbaiiy'sopen- lackles,2sacks,2fumbles_caused) -~eith Molinich· (52 yards),- Ari 
ing drive was the most impressive broke through the line to sack help- Forgosh(74yds.).andcompany. The 
anopponent hasmusteredallyear. less Albany quart~rback -Dom offenseadvancedtotheAlbanyfive 
A grinding running attack led by De~teo. yard line but could move only three 
By Brian Lustig 
Murtha up the middle for five 
yards .. .Forgosh sprints outside .for 
a six yard gain ... Medina shfl!ggs 
off tacklers fora big gain •.. Molinich 
pu~hes in for the touchdown. Get 
the picture? 
FOOTBALL 
Running bac)cJeff Witunan was 
watching the game frQm the side-
lines again last Saturday. but you 
never would have known it from 
the final stats. 
sophomorefullback,EdLemon (77 The Bombers took over and· yards on their next_threedowns. _ 
The core of running backs that yards) overpowered the Bomber wasted no time pleasing the Home- Coach Butterfield was now pre-
~oach Jim B~tte~el~ h~ ~n 1,1s- defense early~ as they were backed coming fans. Todd Wilkowski sented with afounh down situation 
mg ~nee agam paid ~ig dividends. up to the 25 yanl line. The.defense threaded the needle on a .perfect much ·like the ·Danes were. He felt 
F1veBomberstalliedatl~t49. heldtoµghandthreestraigl;ttdefen- .pass to running bac~ Jeff Adams that:goinsup·twoscoreswouldput 
yardson~egroundandthetotal of sivestaJ}dsbrought·upafourthand who sprinted the last 25 yards for the momentum in Ithaca's hands. 
386 rushmg y~ds was more than three situation .for Coach Roben the score. Wilkowski got the call as he 
enough t,odomAlbany S~te by the Ford and the Dan~. The_play covered 56 yards in all took the snap, .faked the handoff, 
score of 38-7 · . · . Ford's.decision would have se- and it.was an IC record 20th.career ·and dove in two yardsforthe touch-
Al~y (0-3) ~ame _ m looking rious implic~ons, as both coaches touchdown pass for Wilkowski. down. This made·.the score 14-0. 
for th~u first_ wµi ~~ they· left knew.the impo~ce_of getting an ThejobAdamsdidafterthecatch Albany had the ball.for about 
stu~ed and still ~h1~g. In their early ·•ead. P.utting up .some points was a sighi t,o see .as he tried to thiry seconds before running back 
previousfourmeebn~,defense.was agajnst-a seemingly •mpenetrable. e~•ain what happened. ''The .de- Ben Alston fumbled, with the ball 
the name of the ~~e ,as Ithaca Bomber defense could change the fender came "in to hit me and he ending up in the hands of Ithaca 
av~raged only 16 points a contest tone of-the game. ended.up between me and the side- senior cornerback Anthony 
while th~ Great Danes could only The Danes did go for it and the linessolsidesteppedhimandmnin Milanese. 
muster eight Bomber def~nse rose to the chal- for·~ touchdown," Adams said. See "Dogs," page 18 
Hockey shuts out Red, spikers top Geneseo at home 
By Willie Rubenstein and 
Edward D. Ecker 
For the first time in five years, 
the IC field hockey team enjoyed a 
win against their East Hill counter-
parts. . . 
· At.Schoellkopf F~eld last rught, 
the Bombers used two Sue Bender 
WEDNESDAY 
. ,. ' ., . 
goals to blank die i3~g ~~ 3-0. All 
scoring occurreq.in the ~ondhalf, 
as Ithaca netted their three tallies in 
a ten minute span. -Kim Dodge 
scored the last IC goal. 
In the Bomber net was Wynne 
Lobel, whQstoppedeightRed_shots 
for her fifth victory. IC now leacJs 
the neighborhood series 19--4-3. 
The 5-1-i Bombers .travel to 
Messiah on Saturday. 
· The Ithaca College women's 
volleyball team ~<>Qtinues to con-
quer their opponents in dual meet 
competiµon. 
In t_he Ben Light Gym on 
Wednesday-evening, tlJe Bombers· 
exten~ed their record to an impres-
sive 13--4, 5-1 in the Empir~- Ath-
le~ic A_ssoci!ltion by defeating 
SUNY Geneseo in _four games. 
In game one; the :a~mbers ral-
lied-from.a 12-6.deficq>nly to fall 
shonjnanunsettinglossbyalS-12 
score. _ 
· IC went on to take the next three 
games and thematchfrom Geneseo. 
Ithaca dominated the remainder 
of the contest, win{ling 15--4, 15-6, 
15-9. 
